injustice, if any, can be made only through justice. On the other hand
alongwith this course of action, comes the instruction that revenge is,
though permissible, yet observing patience (sabr) and forgiving is
better.
This verse also tells us that for a n oppressed person w)o gogs
about complaining to people about the injustice done to him or her,
this will not be included under backbiting ghibah, which is h a r a m
(forbidden) - because it is the oppressor who has given the victim the
opportunity to complain. Thus, the Holy Qur'an has, on the one hand,
allowed the oppressed person to use the option of 'even retaliation'
against the injustice. On the other hand, by teaching the oppressed to
practice high morals and to forgive and forget, and by focusing before
him the the great gain of the life-to-come, the victim of injustice has
been persuaded to do a little sacrifice in this matter of his legitimate
right and take no revenge for the injustice inflicted. The Holy Qur'Kn
says:
,4J,/,
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If you do good openly or keep it secret or overlook an evil deed,
then, Allah is All-Forgiving,All-Powerful - 4:149
It means: If you do a good deed openly or do it secretly or forgive
any injustice or evil done by someone, then, this is better, because
Allah is All-Forgiving, All-Powerful. Primarily, this verse is concerned
with the forgiving of injustice but, by also mentioning the doing of
what is good, openly or secretly, the hint given is that this act of overlooking and forgiving is great and anyone who elects to do it shall
become deserving of the mercy and forgiveness from Almighty Allah.
,";9,,/ s
Towards the end of the verse, by saying
~ U L U5$I (Allah is
All-Forgiving, All-Powerful), i t has been made clear t h a t Allah is
powerful in the absolute sense. He can punish whomsoever He wills,
yet He is All-Forgiving. Now, a human being, who does not have much
of power or choice, were to think of taking revenge, it is quite possible
that he may just not have the capability to do that. Therefore, for such
a person, overlooking and forgiving is far more desirable
+

This is the principle which the Holy Qur'an enunciates to eradicate
injustice and reform the society. The counsel, befitting of the Sustainer
of everything, does, on the one hand permit retaliation in a n equal

"

measure, thus upholding justice. On the other hand, it exhorts the
aggrieved party to forgive and forgo. The result is what h a s been
.
described in Qur'an a t another place:
$
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"You will see t h a t h e with whom you h a q e n m i t y h a s become
your closest friend" (41:34).

Court decisions and taking of revenge for injustices do play a role
in checking injustice. The fact, however, is that the parties to the
dispute are usually left saddled with long term grievances and feelings
of abhorrence against each other which can result in further disputes
in the future. The impeccable lesson in morality, given by Holy Qur'an,
results in patch up among quarrelling parties such that even old enmities change into close and lasting friendships.
Now, we move on to verses 150, 151 and 152 where the Holy Qur9Gn
has given the clear verdict that anyone who believes in Allah but does
not believe in His messengers, or believes in some of them and does
not believe in some others is not a believer in the sight of Allah. He is,
rather, an open and avowed disbeliever for whom there is no road to
salvation in the Hereafter. Let us examine this aspect of the verses
concerned in some detail.

Salvation depends on Islam
This clear verdict of the Holy Qur9Zn has exposed the rudderless
and crooked ways of those who, in an effort to appear tolerant in dealings with peoples of other faiths, would like to present their religion
and religious beliefs as gifts on a platter. By doing so, they wish to tell
- despite and contrary to the clear injunctions of the Qur'an and
Sunnah - people of other faiths that Muslims do not think that salvation depends on Islam alone and a Jew could keep to his or her creed
and a Christian to his or hers and yet, both could look forward to
salvation; though, they deny all prophets or a t least some of them, for
which reason this verse has declared them to be the kind of disbelievers who are destined for Hell
There is no doubt about the fact that Islam stands unmatched in
its attitude to non-Muslims i n matters of justice and fairness,
sympathy and goodwill, favour and tolerance. But, good favours can be

made within the limits of one's rights and possessions. Religious principles and articles of faith are not our property which we could donate
or present to somebody. Of course, Islam is generous and benevolent in
its teachings of tolerance and good treatment with non-Muslims, but it
is also equally cautious and firm in the defence of it: frontiars. It
~
maintains its essential approach of all possible ~ g m p a t %and
maximum tolerance with non-Muslims, but, a t the same time, Idam
absolves itself decisively from all forms of disbelief and customs woven
around it, declaring Muslims as a people distinct from non-Muslims and yet, it provides full protection to their national hallmarks. In
short, Islam prefers to keep not only the acts of worship Muslims
perform distinct from those of others, but also its way of life in a
society, the examples of which abound in the Qur9anand Sunnah.
Had Islam believed in the possibility of salvation through every
religion or community, it would have had no right to lay so much
stress on spreading the message (Tablgh)of Islam, almost to the limit
of staking property and life for it. This would have been wrong in principle and quite contrary to dictates of reason. In fact, by accepting
such a premise, the very coming of the noble Prophet, may the blessings of Allah and peace be upon him, and the revelation of the glorious
Qur'an, is rendered, God forbid, redundant. And, lest we miss, the
entire Jihiid carried out by the noble Prophet
& dl & and the
rightly-guided Caliphs *I
p g ; ~&I
becomes meaningless, rather
reduced to nothing but the lust for more land.

+,

&J

In this case, some people have fallen victims to doubt by a
misreading of verse 62 in S h a h al-Baqarah which is cited below:

Surely, those who believed in Allah, and those who happened
to be Jews and Christians, and the Sabeans - whosoever
believes in Allah and in the Last Day, and does good deeds they have their reward with their Lord. And there is no fear
for them nor shall they grieve.

Since, in this verse, rather than giving the full detail of what
constitutes faith, only belief in Allah and in the Last Day has been
considered sufficient, those who try to understand the Qur'an through

a n incomplete study have misunderstood the whole idea. They
assumed that simply believing in Allah and the Last Day is enough for
salvation and that believing in prophets is no condition for it.JThus,
they failed to understand that the Qur'an has its own terminology in
which Belief in Allah, in order to be acceptakle, has to be in conjunction with Belief in the Prophet. Otherwise, e3en thz Satan admits that
there is a God and that He is One. The Holy Qur'an has?tself clarified
the real issue in the following words:

So, if they believe in the like of what you believe in, they have
certainly found the right path. And if they turn away, they are
nothing but in antagonism. Then Allah will suffice you
against them, and He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
(2:137)

In other words, we can say that their faith will be valid and trustworthy only when they have the same faith a s common Muslims do, a
faith in which Belief in the prophet is indispensably necessary with
Belief in Allah. Otherwise, if they do not do that, let it be understood
that they are the ones who wish to create dissension. After that, for
them, Allah will be sufficient on your behalf, and He is the One who
hears everything and He is the One who knows everything.
As for the verses under discussion, it has been clearly declared that
anyone who re~ectseven one of the prophets of Allah is a n avowed
disbeliever (hafir)and a recipient of the punishment of Hell. So, let us
remember that Belief in Allah, in order to be valid, has to be with
Belief in the Prophet. If the Belief in the Prophet is not there, even
referring to Belief in Allah a s such will not be correct.
In the concluding verse (15:22),it has been reaffirmed that salvation
in the Hereafter is the lot of those who believe in Him and in all of His
prophets a s well. Therefore, the Holy Prophet g said:
One part of the Qur'an explains the other.

I t is not permissible for anyone to explain the Qur'an in any way

- -

-

contrary to the Tafsii of the Qur'gn itself.
Verses 153 - 154

The People of the Book ask you to bring down upon
them a Book from the heaven. No wonder, (because)
they have already asked Musa something greater than
that when they said, 'Make us see Allah openly!' So, the
thunderbolt took them for the wrong they did. Later,
they took to themselves the calf even after the clear
signs had come to them. Then, We forgave them, and
gave Muss an open authority. [I531 And We raised the
(Mount of) TGr high over them for binding them to the
pledge, and We said to them, 'Do not transgress in (the
matter of) the Sabbath!' And We took from them a firm
pledge. [I541

Some previous verses censured Jews for their mistrustfulness in
matters of faith. In the present verses too, there appears a long list of
some of their other evil doings and, because of these ugly problems
with them, mention has been made of their punishment. This strain
continues in many more verses coming later.
Commentary
Some Jewish chiefs came to the Holy Prophet r]-> +k &I
and
demanded that he bring down a book from the heaven similar to that
all written from there: If so, they would
which came to Miis;
believe him. They had made this demand not because they wished to
believe with all their heart on this condition. I t was just a device to
drag and stall. In fact, because of their chronic urge to take a n oppo-
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site stand, they were given to offering one or the other excuse all the
time. By revealing this verse, Almighty Allah made the Holy Prophet
+, LjS &I & become aware of the real state of affairs. Thi#was to give
him comfort and peace of mind against the doings of a people who are
used to harassing the prophets of Allah.%Theywould go to unbelievable
limits of audacity by going as far a$ com&itting outrage against
Almighty Allah. Their forefathers had gone eveh beyond them by
demanding something more grave: "Make us see Allah openly." Upon
this audacity of theirs, came a thunderbolt from the heaven a n d
destroyed them. Then, it was despite being fully cognizant of clear
signs and proofs of Allah being One and free o i any partners in His
Divinity, they stooped lowest of the low by taking a calf as their object
of worship bypassing their own genuine Creator. But, Allah still
remained forbearing, otherwise the occasion demanded that they be
eliminated. Then, Allah gave His prophet, Sayyidna MEsG, peace be
upon him, authority and power. Then, there came an occasion when
these people had flatly refused to acknowledge the canonical law of the
Torah whereupon Allah raised the Mount of TEr high suspending over
them, thus threatening and forcing them to acknowledge the Law of
Torah or otherwise they were to be mashed under the mountain. Allah
had also told them to enter the gate of the city of Eliah humbly filled
with fervour to obey Him. Allah had also asked them to catch fish on
the day of Sabbath which was a command from Him and which was
not to be transgressed. And Allah had taken a solemn pledge from
them, b u t i t so turned out t h a t they contravened every single
command one after the other breaking the solemn pledge with Allah.
So, Allah too put disgrace on them in the mortal life of the world and
they will have to undergo the worst punishment in the Hereafter a s
well.

Verses 155 - 159

So, (they met their fate) for breaking their pledge, and
for their disbelief in the verses of Allah, and for their
slaying of the prophets unjustly, and for their saying,
"Our hearts are sealed'' - rather, Allah has set a seal
over them for their disbelief. So, they do not believe
but a little [I551 and for their disbelief and for what
they said against Maryam as a grim imputation, I1561
and for their saying, 'We have certainly killed the
Masih 'fsZ (Jesus) the son of Maryam, the Messenger of
Allah!' And they did not kill him, and they did not
crucify him, but they were deluded by resemblance.
And those who disputed in'this matter are certainly in
doubt about it. They have no knowledge of it, but they
follow whims. And it is certain that they did not kill
him, [I571 but Allah lifted him towards Himself. And
Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise. [I581And there is not one
among the People of the Book but shall certainly
believe in him (Jesus) before he (Jesus) dies, and on
the Day of Doom, he shall be a witness against them.
[I591

-

-

Like the earlier verses, the censure of Jews continues through the
present ones. As a thematically coherent subject, their false ideas have
also been refuted which have been discussed in detail in the following
commentary.

Commentary
9 ,
,
"
In the verse ;I/+,
t;~&: ("0'is;, I am to take you in full
and lift you towards Me ... $55) appearing in S i r a h 'Al-'ImrZn,
Almighty Allah had made five promises in connection with foiling the
Jewish plans against Sayyidni '1s; ?X,llLjs and protecting him from
their hostile intentions. A detailed explanation of these has been given
earlier on that occasion in SGrah 'Al-'ImrGn. One of the promises made
/ M /
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there was that the Jews will not be allowed to have their way with
their intention to kill Sayyidna 'Is; r % d I &A . Instead of that, Allah will
4
lift him towards Him.
In the present verses (157-158) of SGrah al-Nisa', it has been made
explicit that they did not kill nor crucify 9 y y i d g a 'Is5 .UI+ , rather,
what actually happened was that they were deluded by resemblance.

How were the Jews 'deludedby resemblance?'
While explaining the words of the Qur'an: @$$;(but
they were
deluded by resemblance), master exegete, DahhZk says: It so transpired that, following the intention of Jews to kill Sayyidna 'IsG r U&
~
- - his disciples assembled a t a given place. Sayyidna 'Isa
& joined
- - them there. It was Iblis who gave the address of Sayyidna 'Isa rUI4
to the execution squad standing ready for the mission. Four thousand
- - men surrounded the suspected house. Sayyidna 'Isa rXJl ".L said to his
disciples : 'Is one of you willing to go out and be killed and then be in
- - Paradise with me?' One of them offered to do so. Sayyidna 'Isa rUl+
gave him his shirt and head-cover. Then, cast on him was the resemblance of Jesus and as soon as he came out, the Jews, believing him to
- - be Jesus, caught him and crucified him, and Sayyidna 'Isa .K-ll & was
lifted. (Qurtubi)
According to some reports, the Jews had sent a person known to
Arabs a s Teetlanoos to kill Sayyidna 'ha
& . He did not find
Sayyidna 'IsG r~~ +LC in the house for he was already lifted by Allah
towards Himself. So, when this person came out of the house, he had
- - been made to resemble the looks of Sayyidna 'Isa ?K-'! +LC . The Jews
took him to be SayyidnZ '1s; r~~ 4. Thus, they took away their own
man and killed him. (Mazhari)
There is room for whichever of the situations came to pass - the
Holy Qur'in has not determined any particular situation. Therefore,
Allah alone knows what really happened. However, this sentence of
the Holy Qur'an seen with other exegetical reports does yield the
common factor t h a t the Jews and Christians were subjected to
compelling delusion. The event a s it took shape remained hidden from
them, though they did advance all sorts of claims based on their
conjectures which only landed them into mutual differences. This is
what the Holy Qur'an points out to in the following words:
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And those who disputed in this matter are certainly in doubt
about it. They have no knowledge of it, but they follow whims.

It means that they do not have certitude based on i?ny trtte knowledge. The diverse claims put forward by those who haie differed jhthe
case of Masih ?XJI & are simply based on doubt and conjecture. The
truth of the matter is that they certainly did not kill Masih ?UI +k ,
rather Allah lifted him towards Himself.
According to some other reports, when some of them woke up to
what had happened, they said, 'We seem to have killed our own man,
for the man we have put to death resembles Masih r K - ) +
~
in face only
but not in the rest of the body. Now, if this man we have killed is
4 where, then, is our man? And if this is our man where,
Masih U.,I
then, is Masih r~~ 4 ?'
Verse 158, part of which was referred to immediately earlier, ends
*, /9hI<G, .. (And Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise) carrying a
at:
significant message. It means that the planning of Jews to kill Sayy- - idna 'Isa ? U I & was insignificant as matched against the Power of
Allah who has taken it upon Himself to protect Sayyidna '1s; ?UI & .
Might and mastery are His domain. If materialists in their singletrack isolation, remain incapable of understanding the reality of the
4 , that is their own limitation. As for
'lifting off of Sayyidna 'Is:
Allah, He is All-Wise - everything He does is based on wisdom and
fitness to whatever end is desired.

,

Then comes the finale of the subject in verse 159 beginning with the
9 ,G
$1; (And there is not one among the
words: 5~7 4 '7 'r
YJ&'I
People of the Book but shall certainly believe in him (Jesus) before he
{Jesus}dies, and on the Day of Doom, he shall be a witness against
them). It means: Though, a t this time, so blinded by malice and envy
are these people that they are unable to see reality as it is, hold false
- - ideas about Sayyidna 'Isa r?idl & and, in addition to that, they are
denying the prophethood of Sayyidna Muhammad al-Mustafa & yet,
a time is to come when their eyes will open up and they will realize
that all their notions about Sayyidna 'Is; ?KJI
and Sayyidna

59
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Muhammad & were totally false.
One explanation of this verse (1591, which appears in Bayan alQur'an by Maulan6 Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi, is that the prono& in the
Qur'anic word +(mawtihi: his death) be attributed to the People of
the Book. The verse, in that sense, would mean @at those Jews, when
Y
they see a glimpse of Barzakh (the state between d e a p and resurrection) moments before their death, they will readily believe i n the
- - prophethood of Sayyidna 'Isa ?di~ 4 though, their believing a t that
point of time will be of no use to them, very much useless like the
believing of Pharaoh which he did while drowning.
The second tafs& (explanation) which has been adopted by a large
number of $ah&bah and T&biLh(the Companions and their Successors)
and which also has the support of authentic Had2h maintains that the
pronoun in the word 'mawtihi' refers back to Sayyidni Masih r~~ +LC
and, in that light, the verse means that the People of the Book of this
time, be they Jews or Christians, do not believe in Sayyidna 'Isa L&
?)LJI in the real sense. The Jews just do not accept him a s a prophet,
rather, they accuse him of being, God forbid, a liar and imposter! As
for the Christians, some of them despite claiming to believe i n him,
reached a level of ignorance which, like the Jews, led them to accept
t h a t Sayyidni 'Tsa rUl4 was crucified and killed. Then, there were
others among them who, in their excess of belief, went out of the limits
when they took him to be God and Son of God - but, says the verse of
the Qur'an, though they do not believe in the prophethood of Sayyidna
'Isa r~~ L& a t this time a s they should; but the time will come, close to
the Day of Doom, when he will reappear on this earth and all Peoples
of the Book will believe in him genuinely and authentically. All Christians will become Muslims holding true beliefs. The hostile among the
Jews will be killed, the rest will become Muslims. That will be the
time when Kufr will be banished from the world along with whatever
forms it may have. Islam will finally reign supreme on the earth.
-

2

-

Reproduced below is a report from Sayyidna Abu Hurairah dl dJ
a:

"The Holy Prophet +, LjS &I & said: The son of Maryam shall
definitely reappear as a just ruler. He will kill the &ti-cbri'st
and the swine. He will break the Cross and worship shall be
made for Allah alone, the one Lord of all the worlds. Then,'
Sayyidna Abii Hurairah said: Read, if you wish, the verse of
, 60 ?
q!&'l$ig $;(159) which mentions
the Qur'an that not one person from out of the People of the Book will
remain without having believed in SayyidnZ 'fsZ before his
death. Sayyidna Abii Hurairah, then, said with stress: 'Before
the death of 'f sa ,.U
4'
Iand he repeated it three times.

.
es$i

-

..

(Qurtubi)
This Tafsir (explanation) of the verse under reference stands
proved from a highly venerated Companion such a s Sayyidni AbG
Hurairah r ; 9
~
1dJon the added strength of sound chain of narrators.
This report establishes that the .Qur'inic words:
(bkfore his
--death) mean 'before the death of Sayyidna 'Isa rX-ll + and which explicitly determines that this verse is related to the coming of Sayyidni
'1s; r~~ +L close to the Qiyihah (Doomsday).

+

As based on this tafsi;., this verse is a conclusive evidence that the
death of Sayyidni 'Isi r ) U I +k has not yet come to pass. In fact, when
he is sent down from the heaven close to Q i y h a h and the wise considerations of Almighty Allah working behind his coming reach their ultimate fruition, it will be only then that his death will occur on this very
earth.
This is also supported by the following verse of SZrah al-Zukhruf
- - (43:61):yqij~$ip$'$~@b@$'(that
is, Sayyidna 'Isa r)Ul +LC is a sign
of the .Doomsday. So, do not doubt it and listen to what I say.) A larger
number of commentators has said that the pronoun in the Qur'anic
--word-$,at this point refers back to Sayyidna 'Isa
+IS
and it means
that Sayyidni '1s; ?x-~I~ jis,a sign of Qiyihah (Doomsday). From here
we learn that this verse reports the coming of the Mas& r ~ Ljcl , that
is, he will appear close to the QiyFmah and his appearance will be one
of the signs of it.

Also worth attention is yet another reading of the Qur'inic word9$
(la'ilmun) in this verse (43:61) which is:$ (llaalamun). Accor$ing to this
reading the meaning becomes all the more clear because the word
('alum) with the fatha of lam means 'sign or symbol.' The following
tafsir of Sayyidna 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbis ~ ; &I
c p d e n d s added support to
,,->
*
this view:
E,$ :JG p~?,:!;"
:Jkd ~j
i
YI dJ
yL.i*l if
,GO'
I-,
(About the verse: j+.trg~L;!;- 43:61 - Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas
- - &A
who will come before
repoked that it refers to Sayyidna 'Isa
the Qiygmah (Ibn Kathir)

yzg

+

4

In short, if we combine the statement: 'Qabla mawtihi' (Before his
death - 4159) with the authentic hadith of Sayyidna Abu Hurairah and
- - its explanation, the truth that Sayyidna 'Isa rX-]l Lj, is alive and that
he will reappear close to the Doomsday and overcome the Jews stands
proved conclusively. Similarly, this view also becomes certain through
the words: j.L6$ug4
:;
'Surely, he (Sayyidna 'Isa) is a sign of the
Doomsday,' a s explained by Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas L L rill
~ dJ
.
The master commentator, Ibn Kathir, while explaining the verse:
$9 /'<&!;cited above, has said:

++

5'57

+,

"The sayings of the Holy Prophet
4 JJI3, in this connection have been reported through tawaur (in an uninterrupted
succession) that he has conveyed the tidings of the coming of
'Is; i ~4l in this world before the Day of Doom as a just
ruler. (Ibn Kathir)

These narrations appearing i n a n uninterrupted succession
(mutawsir) were collected by my teacher and a great servant of Islam,
Maulina Muhammad Anwar Shah al-Kashmiri. These were more than
a hundred in number. This humble writer compiled this collection in
Arabic and it was published way back under the title:;;J, j >I+@ 4 , 1
&I
as proposed by my 'respected teacher. Recently, a major Syrian
scholar, Al-'Allamah 'Abd al-Fattiih AbG Ghuddah has published from
the city of Beirut a deluxe edition of this work with additional explanations and notes.

-

--

The belief in the coming of ' I S ?XJI
~ LjS towards the later times is
absolute and unanimous as held by the Muslims and the denies
of which goes out of the pale of Islam
This subject has become clear enough from the discussion of verses
in this part of the commentary. A more co.mprehensjve treatment of
the subject has already appeared in the comment& o n k r a h 'Al'Imran which may be consulted. The discussions there also fn*clude
answers to doubts raised by some so-called modernists of our time in
order to hurt the credibility of this article of Muslim faith. Only Allah
can guide whomsoever He wills.

-

Verses 160 161

So, for the transgression of those who became Jews, We
prohibited for them good things which were made
lawful for them earlier and for their preventing
(people) frequently from the way of Allah, [I601 and for
their taking riba (usbry or interest) while they were
forbidden from it, and for their eating up of the properties of the people by false means. And We have
prepared, for the disbelievers among them, a painful
punishment. [I611

Mentioned earlier through several verses were the wrongdoings of
Jews and the punishment they would get for doing so. The present
verses talk about some other vices of theirs and mention yet another
kind of punishment a s well. This punishment will, obviously, visit
them on the Day of Judgment. But, right here in this present world,
the outcome will be that they will find many things already lawful for
them made unlawful as a measure of punishment.
Commentary
In the Shari'ah brought by the Holy Prophet Muhammad alMustafii +J+
JJI& there are some things too, known as haram or

unlawful, but these were forbidden because of one or the other physical or spiritual harm they bring. This was contrary to what happened
with the Jews - the good things forbidden to them had no physical or
spiritual harm in them, instead, these were forbidden to them as the
punishment of their acts of transgression qnd disobedience.
Y

.p1

Verse 162
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But those well-grounded in knowledge among them
and the believers, believe in what has been revealed to
you and what has been revealed before you, and, of
course, those observing the g a l a and paying the ZakGh
and those believing in Allah and the Last Day. To them
we shall give a great reward. [I621

The previous verses referred to Jews who adhered to their disbelief
and obstinately continued practising what was blame-worthy. The
present verse now cites those who were, no doubt, from among the
JJI
+
, came
People of the Book, but, when the Holy prophet'+,
with his mission and they found in him, fully and unmistakably, all
was supposed. to have
qualities the Last among Prophets rXlrl+
according to the prophesies of their Scriptures, they believed in him like Sayyidna'Abdullah ibn SalGm, usayd and Tha'labah, may Allah
be pleased with them all. The words of praise in this verse are for
these blessed souls.
J&

Commentary
The great reward promised to those referred to here is because of'
their qualities of faith and righteous deeds. As far as salvation as such
is eoncerned that depends on the correction of essentials of doctrinal
matters - of course, subject to the condition, that one's life ends with
the blessing of faith ('IrnG).

-

-

Verses 163 169
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Surely, We have revealed to you as We have revealed to
N a (Noah) and to the prophets after him; and We have
revealed to Ibraim, Ismzil, Isbiq, Ya'qiib and their children, and to 'Isi, Ayyiib, f i n u s , BBriin and Sulaymin.
And We have given Zabiir to DZwGd. [I631
And, (We have sent down) some Messengers We have
already told you about, and some other Messengers We
did not tell you about and Allah has spoken to Miisi
verbally [I641 Messengers giving good tidings and
warning so that people may have no plea against Allah

-

1. These are the names of the prophets Biblically spelt respectively as
follows:
Abraham, Ishmael, Issac, Israel, Jesus, Job, Jonah, Aaron, Solomon and
David.
Zabur is the name of the Book revealed to David, Biblically known as the
Psalms.

after the Messengers (have come). And Allah is AllMighty, All-Wise. [I651
But Allah bears witness (to your prophethood) through*
what He has revealed to you, (and) revealed it with His
knowledge. And the angels too, bear yitness. And Allah
P
v
is sufficient as witness. [I661
Surely, those who disbelieved and prevented (Geopie)
from the way of Allah have gone far astray. [I671 Surely,
those who disbelieved and transgressed, Allah is not
going to forgive them nor lead them to a way [I681
other than the way of Jahannam where they are to
remain for ever. And that, for Allah, is easy. [I691

-
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If we refer back to Verse 153: &I &I L(The People of the Book
ask you ...), it will be noticed that a silly question asked by the Jews
was responded to in the mode of reproach. Here, in the present verse,
the same question is being proved false in a different manner. It takes
up their condition which they place before the Holy Prophet g , that
is, they would believe in him if he brings before them a Book, all
e ~being asked to realize that
written up, from the heavens. ~ h ' are
they do not make such demands before believing in the great prophets
mentioned in the verse, prophets they too accept. Keeping this in view,
i t is necessary t h a t they keep to the line of argument they use in
favour of these great prophets, that is, they accept them on the basis
of their miracles. As for miracles, SayyidnE Muhammad +~ j ~ sJ I&
has his miracles a s well, therefore, there is no reason why they cannot
step forward and believe in him too. But, the truth of the matter is
t h a t the demand they are making is no quest for truth. On the
contrary, it is rooted in prejudice and hostility.
Then comes a delineation of the wisdom behind the sending of
prophets and a n address to the Holy Prophet
Ljs dl & assuring
him that Allah and His angels are witnesses to his prophethood and
those who do not believe in him do nothing but ruin their own end.

+,

(Bayan al-QurEn)

Commentary
.9
.w 5 z 3
Verse 163 begins with the words: f+k
&I,
+ J,1 - ,
5
'Surely, We have revealed to you as We have revealed to ~ u (Noah)
h
9

pJp;;Zl

and to the prophets after him ...' It tells us clearly that Wahy
(revelation) is a command of Allah, unique and unimitable, and His
message sent to prophets; and that Almighty Allah sent His Wahy to
Sayyidni Muhammad al-Mustafi &A dl just as it was sent to the
past prophets; and that whoever believed in the Wahy%sentt o past
prophets must believe in this too; and that whoeve? rejeas this
m
becomes so to say, a rejecter of all those revelations.

+,

The reason for striking a similarity between Sayyidnii N i h and
those who came after him is probably that the Wahy at the time of
Sayyidni Adam +I+
was a t an initial stage which reached its
U
I . It can be
perfection with the prophethood of Sayyidnii N i h r
said that the first state was an state of educational initiation while by
&A
that state reached a stage of develthe time of Sayyidni N i h rxll~
opment under which people could be tested with the incentive of
reward for the obedient and the warning of punishment for the disobeU
l
A& himself that the chain
dient. Thus, it was from Sayyidni N i h r
of great prophets began and it was from his time too that the first
punishment descended on those who transgressed against Divine revelation.

+

In short, punishment would not descend upon people for their
hostility against Divine commandments and prophetic teachings. They
were considered rather excusable and allowed to learn in due time
through good counsel. Once religious education became fully widespread and people were left with no hidden reason to avoid following
the dictates of Divine will, punishment did descend upon the disobedient ones. The Great Flood came during the time of Sayyidni N i h Ljs
,.)L-11 followed by different kinds of punishmknt visiting disbelievers
during the times of prophets Sayyidni Salih,'Sayyidna Shu'ayb and
many others, may peace be on them all. Thus, by likening the Wahy
Ljf d
lL,, with the Wahy of Sayywhich came to the Holy Prophet
i d n i N i h and of those who came after him, full waring has been
served on the People of the Book and on the. disbelievers of Makkah
that anyone who will not believe in the Wahy (that is, The Qur'io) of
the Last of the Prophets will deserve the greatest punishment.

+,

(Exegetical notes of Maulan5 Shabbir b a d 'UsmZ)

Before we move to the next verse, it would be useful to keep in

mind that the personal presence of Sayyidna NLh
+,whose name
appears first in this verse, was a miracle by itself. He was blessed with
a n age of nine hundred and fifty years. He had lost none his teeth
and had no streaks of white hair on his head and had faced no deficiency in his physical strength - yet, ha spegt his whole life time
W
braving the pain inflicted by his people on him with matching patience
and fortitude. (Mazhari)
In verse 164 which opens with the words: @ $22 5 %
;; 'And, (We
have sent down) some Messengers We have already told you about ...',
after a brief mention of prophets who appeared after SayyidnZ NI;h ~ j s
rUI , a special citation has been made of the greatest prophets from
among them. The purpose is to tell us that they are all prophets and
Wahy comes to prophets via different modes. I t could be a n angel with
a message. I t could also be a written Book. Sometimes Almighty Allah
talks directly to His Messenger. I n short, when Wahy comes, no
matter in what mode or manner it does, acting in accordance with it
becomes obligatory. Therefore, the saying of Jews t h a t they would
believe only if there comes to them a written Book like the Torah,
otherwise they would not, is to say the least, being short on sense and
tall on disbelief.
As reported by Sayyidna AbL Dharr al-GhifZrI ~ ;&Ir dJ, the Holy
Prophet +, & &I & said: 'Almighty Allah has sent one hundred and
twenty four thousand prophets out of which three hundred and thirteen were Shari'ah-bearing Messengers of Allah.' (Qurtubi)
",i 4
Then comes verse 165: $'J,+3z$+
hJj"(-Messengers giving good
tidings and warning ...) which succinctly tells that Almighty Allah
consistently sent messengers to convey good tidings to all believers
and to warn all disbelievers so t h a t there remains no room for the
excuse that they did not know the will of God and His Messengers -had they known about it, they would have certainly followed it! Now,
t h a t Almighty Allah has sent messengers with miracles and His
messengers have shown the straight path of truth, the option of not
accepting the true faith cannot be accepted from anyone- under any
pretext or excuse. Such is the nature of Divine Revelation. Wahy is an
absolute argument, final, conclusive and disarming. No argument
stands operative against it. In fact, all arguments lie surrendered

under its weight. And this is the wisdom of Allah and His modus operandi.
It has been narrated by SayyidnZ Ibn 'Abbas a JJI
that a group"
r
. He said to them:
of Jews came to the Holy Prophet +, 1 ~ &I&
Surely, you do know that I am a true messengeg of &llBh? They
Y
refused to accept that whereupon came the following verse ( 1 6 6 ) : ~ ~ l
iC
-'1
'xi>3 'But Allah bears witness (to your prophethood) tGrou/gh
what He has revealed to you ...' The verse addressed to the Holy
JJI,& declares that Allah is a witness to his prophetProphet +, 4
hood through the miraculous Qur'Zn, a perfect message from out of His
Knowledge. The Book has been revealed to him with full realization
that he is deserving of it, and the angels too join in the testimony.
After the very witnessing of the All-Knowing, All-Aware Allah, there is
nothing left to argue about.
&J

The text. after having confirmed the veracity of the glorious Qur'an
, turns to those who still deny
and the noble Prophet
& JJI
them, conceal his character traits and circumstantial indicators of his
appearance present in the Torah .and, sordidly enough, try to keep
others away from the true faith by bringing out before them things
which are not there or things which haveebeen jumbled together to
distort the truth. For such people, there shall be no forgiveness and no
guidance either. Thus, it becomes very clear that guidance or the
ability to find the straight path depends on following the Holy Prophet
and straying away, whatever be its nature, is nothing but hostility
towards him. This, then, comprehensively refutes all erroneous ideas
of the Jews.

+,

Verse 170

+".+W
=3iJ1
-/
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0 men, the Messenger has come to you with the truth
from your Lord. So, believe. That is good for you:And if
you disbelieve, then, to Allah belongs what is in the
heavens and the earth. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-

-

-

-

Wise. [I701

After answering the objections raised by the Jews and conprming
the prophethood of Sayyidnz Muhammad al-Mustafz, +, & &I A,
the
Qur'an carries the message of Allah to all human beings wherever
they may be a s they are its direct addresseeyin t h k verse. The essence
of the message is: Your salvation lies nowhere but in yoyr belief in the
prophethood of Muhammad +, 4 JJI & SO,believe and prosper.
As for those who choose to disbelieve, they lose everything while
Allah loses nothing. With His limitless domain and power, who can
conceive of bringing any loss or harm to Him? This is something the
disbelievers should worry about. Let them be certain that Allah knows
everything about their believing and disbelieving and let not the delay
or decrease in punishment in this world put them on the wrong foot for
He is All-Wise too and does what His wisdom allows to prevail.

Verse 171

+,v,+$S:

"/

0 people of the Book, be not excessive in your Faith
and do not say about Allah anything but the truth. The
Masih 'fsa, the son of Maryam, is only a Messenger of
Allah and His word He delivered to Maryam, and a
spirit from Him. So, believe in Allah and His Messengers. And do not say 'Three". Stop it. That is good for
you. Allah is the only One God. He is far too pure to
have a son. To Him belongs what is in the heavens and
what is in the earth. And Allah is enough to trust in.
[I711

Jews' were the addressees i n previous verses which provided
details of how astray they had gone. The present verses address the

Christians and refute their doctrinal position as related to God and
--Sayyidna 'Isa r U l4 .

Commentary
: Kalimatuh used in this verse tells us that Sayyidna
The word:
'Isa rXll~
Ljt is the 'word' of Allah. Commentators havegiven different
44
*
meanings of this expression:
m

1.Imam al-Ghazzali has said that two factors operate in the birth
of a child: One is the sperm, the other is the saying of the word or
'be' by Almighty Allah after which the child comes to exist.
Since the
- - first factor is out of question in the case of Sayyidna 'Isa r%.ll +Is ,
therefore, it was by attribution to the second factor that he was called
A D ,
$1 z+ (the word of Allah). It means that he came into existence solely
through the word: J (be) without the mediacy of material means. In
A/,>/
this case, the statement which follows immediately, that is, F3'J WI
would mean that Almighty Allah delivered this word to Maryam
- - ,UI
as a result of which the birth of Sayyidna 'Isa rXlll A& came to be.
.is/

2. Some have said that the expression: / ~ 1 1i=IJ (the word of Allah)
has been used in the sense of: d l s~L;! (the glad tiding of Allah) and it
refers to Sayyidna 'fsa rXllI Lj, . It will be recalled that the glad tiding
- - of the coming of Sayyidna 'Isa ?xJIJ& given to Maryam r U I lCjc by
Almighty Allah through the angels carries the expression: Kalimah or
word: ; & , $ ~ h l ~ ! ~ ~4'6
@
the angels said, "0 Maryam,
Allah gives you the good news af a word ... 3:45).

hen

3. Some have said that kalimah (word) has been used here in the
sense of 'ayah or sign, as it has appeared elsewhere in the same sense:
&&kiS.?s;
'She (Maryam) testified to the word of her Lord as true.'
,f '
(66:12)

Let us now consider the statement: &;?;?:
(... and a spirit from
Him.) in this verse. Worth attention here are two aspects of our probe.
- - Firstly, why hbs Sayyidna 'Isa r X j l Lj5 been referred to as r$ or spirit?
Secondly, since by saying 'from Him' the spirit has been attributed to
Almighty Allah, what, then, would be the sense of such an attribution?
Tn this connection, several exegetical stances of commentators have
been reported. Their gist is being given below:

I. Some of them explain it on the basis of lexical usage. They say

Sirah Al-Nisi' 4 : 171
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that, according to the rule of 'urf or recognized customary practice, the
word 'rKh' or 'spirit' is used in the sense of 'essence' to enhance the
effect of pristine purity in something. Since the birth of S h d n i '1s;
r ~ +kI was totally unrelated to the mediation of any father and he
was the outcome of nothing but the wql of Allah, in His supreme
majesty, and a result of the word: 3 ;(in: Fe), therefore, he was
blessed with the most perfect degree of purity. This I"sthe reason why
he was called 'a spirit' or 'essence' as admitted by recognized practice.
As for the attribution to Allah, it is there to hold him in esteem. This is
like attributing Masajid (mosques) to Allah in order to enhance the
respect in which they are held. Hence, the expression: M a s ~ i d u l l &or
the Mosques of Allah. Or, the Holy Ka'bah, by attributing it to Allah,
is called: Baytulliih or the House of Allah. Or, by attributing someone
religiously observing and worshipfully obedient to Allah, he is called:
'Abd Allah' or the sewant or slave of Allah. Thus, it is in accord with
this formulation that the Holy Prophet "~u; has been referred to in
9
S i r a h Ban! Isra'il in the wordings: ;&cSI;l
(carried His servant) (17:l)
where the attribution to Allah reflects honour given to him.
2. Some commentators have said that the purpose behind the
- - coming of Sayyidna 'Isa r~~ 6 was that he should infuse spiritual life
into the dead hearts of people and make them alive once again
(familiar as born-again Christians in the West). Since he was the
cause of spiritual life very much like the spirit is the cause of physical
life, therefore, it was in this light that he was called a spirit. In fact,
this word has been used for the Holy Qur'in as well: ~;fa?,k5fL~)g;
I;'ji(and thus We have revealed to you a spirit of Our Command - 42:52)
because the Holy Qur'Zn too blesses people with spiritual life.
\

,

3. Some others have said that r;Th (spirit) is also used in the sense
- - of secret. Since Sayyidna 'Isa
L ~ was,
S
because of his unusual birth,
a sign and secret of Allah, therefore, he was called: R i h u l l g h (the
spirit of Allah).

4. Some say that the adjunct is understood here since the statee
of a spirit from Him).
ment was to be read as: ~ c j j " ; ~ ( t hpossessor
However, since all rational0beings are equal as the possessors of a
--spirit, the distinction of Sayyidna41sarLJl+k was made manifest when
Almighty Allah turned his attribution towards Himself.

SUrah Al-Nisi' 4 : 17 1
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5 . According to yet another exegetical view, the word: RGh has
been used in the sense of nafkh or the blowing of breath. Sayyidna
Jibra'il rYJI +b had, as commanded by Allah, blown his breath on the
collar of Sayyidah Maryam rYJI Lej, and that became the conception.
Since only a blow of breath had caused the birth of Sa,yyidn%'1s; ~s
as a miracle, therefore, he was called: R$ulliih b r the*spirit of
Allah. Another verse of the Holy Qur7in:$<$&@; L;o (then, We blew
Our spirit in her - 21:91) points out in this direction.
x,

.,,

In addition to these, several other probabilities have also been
- - suggested. However, none of these come to mean that Sayyidna 'Isa
r~~ 4 is a part of Allah or a divine person on the basis of which it
could be suggested that this very spirit we are talking about has mani-- fested itself in the human form of Sayyidna 'Isa rX-ll +IS .

A telling repartee
'Allamah ~l-AlGsi,the author of the famous Tafsi;. RGh al-Ma'ini
has reported an episode from the court of Caliph Harun al-Rashid
where a Christian physician entered into a debate against the scholar
'Ali ibn al-Husayn al-Wiqidi challenging him that his Book (the
-- Qur'an) has a particular word which indicates that Sayyidna 'Isa +
,-I is a part of Allah. And as a proof, he read out the verse (171) which
!;:
spirit from Him). 'AllZmah al-Wiqidi came
carries the words:a(%
up with a rejoinder and recited another verse (45:13) of the Qur'an:
/>
3/G0,
9*r 9 ,
& ~;?*ld G3+-,
(The meaning of the verse is that
A
,+
,
everything that there is in the heavens and the earth is from the same
Allah where the word - minhu: from Him - serves to attribute everything to Allah) and said: 'If q $ f ( r i b i m - m i n h u : a spirit from Himj
--means, as you think, that Sayyidna 'Isa r~~ +IS is a part of Allah, then,
the verse I have just recited would mean that every thing in the
heavens and the earth is also a part of Allah?' Thus, silenced, the
Christian physician chose to become a Muslim.
0

/

The Qur'gn and the doctrine of Trinity
9*--/,9,9,
Reflected in the statement of the Qur'in: 2% 1
3,s ui(And do not say
"Three") is the state of the major sects among Christians in which
they were divided a t the time of the revelation of the\Qur'in. The
doctrine of Trinity they adhered to was based on three separate principles. One sect maintained that Masih is God and it is God Himself

who has appeared in the world in the form of Masih. The second sect
believed t h a t Masih is the son of God while the third sect claimed
unity in trinity - the father, the son and Mary. Even this @up was
split in two. The second group said that the Holy Spirit (dGhul-Quds)
and not Sayyidah Maryam (Mary) was thexthird person (hypostasis).
So, these people acknowledged Sayyidni M a s h
~ra s the third of
the three. Therefore, all the three sects have been addressed, separately and jointly in the Holy Qur'an whereby the Christians have been
clearly told that there is just one truth and that truth is that Masih ~ j c
r~~ is a human being born to Maryam r~~ I& , and a true Messenger
of God. Whatever is said beyond t h a t is all false and ineffectual whether i t be loaded with the excess of under-estimation, a s believed
by the Jews, viz., God forbid, he was an imposter and fabricator: or, be
a case of the excess of over-estimation a s believed by the Christians,
viz., God forbid, he is God or the son of God or the third of the three.
In many of i t s verses, the Holy Qur'in has, on the one hand,
pointed out to the strayings of the Christians and Jews while, on the
other, it has focused brightly on the exalted station of Sayyidna
'IsE r~~ & in the sight of Almighty Allah so that the true path of
moderation could emerge clearly from out of the mazes of excess and
deficiency.
Those interested in detailed information about various aspects of
Christian beliefs vis-a-vis the veracity of Islam may wish to study the
world-famous book, Izharul-Haqq by Maulkna Rahmatullah Z r i n a w i .
This original work in Arabic has been translated and published by
Darul-Uloom, Karachi, Pakistan in three volumes with detailed annotation~.~
,9

Towards the end of the verse, it was declared: +;~ld
c ; ; ? ~j
I/ ~5
bJ$$$;
(TO him belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the
earth. And Allah is enough to trust in.). The drive of the meaning is:
When everything has been created by Him, when everything falls
under the domain of His mastery and when everyone is a servant of
1. An English translation of this work has been recently completed by
MaulZnZ Muhammd Wali Raazi, son of Hadrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi
4 dl i u and
~ is presently under the process of publication under the
auspices of the translator himself.

Allah, who and how could anyone become His partner or associate or
son? The fact is that Almighty Allah is the dispenser of all our needs
and the sole caretaker of everyone's wants - He is universally and
perennially sufficient, all by Himself. He needs nobody. How, then,
could He need to have a partner or son?
Z

To sum up, we can say that no created being has*the a%ility or
qualification to become His partner, nor does His most sacred B e b g
have the room or need for it. This much is enough to tell us that
suggesting a partner to God or ascribing a son to Him can be accomplished by none but the one who is deprived of faith and reason both.

Excess in Faith
Let us now go back to the opening statement of the verse: 3 I&<
>&I?. In this verse, the People of the Book have been asked not to
indulge in excess in matters relating to their Faith. Lexically, the
Qur'anic word: 9
1: al-Ghuluww means to cross the limits or transgress. In &kgm al-Qur'an, Imam al-Jassas says:
AJ

$I&

ij3k
9&dl 2

Excess in Faith is crossing the limit set therein.

The People of the Book, that is, the Jews and the Christians were
both made addressees of this injunction because excess in Faith is the
common factor between them. Both groups have fallen victims to
nothing but excess in matters of Faith. The Christians committed
- - excess in believing and honouring Sayyidna 'Isa ?UI + when they
went on to the extreme of taking him to b\e God or son of God or the
third God. As for Jews, they committed excess in disbelieving and
rejecting him - not simply that they did not accept him even a s a
prophet, they were audacious enough to, God forbid, impute a false
and to
accusation to his revered mother, Sayyidah Maryam r~~~
cast a slur against her parentage.
Since the disasterous deviation of Jews and Christians in matters
of Faith was a common scene of the time, the Holy Prophet $&
specially instructed his community to be very careful about it.
According to a report from Sayyidna 'Umar u &I dJappearing in the
~ u s n a of
d e m a d , the Holy Prophet
~r&I
said: '

+,
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Do not exaggerate in my praise as was done by Christians in
the case of 'lsa son of Maryam r ~ Lj,I . Beware, I am only a
servant. So, call me a servant of ~ l l &and His messenger.
(This narration has also been reported by al-Bukhari and Ibn alMadini rating it as sound and authentically reported)

In brief, the sense of what he said is: I am one with everyone in
being a servant of Allah and a human being. The highest rank I have
is that I am a Messenger of Allah. Raising it higher to the limit that
you go about taking me a s partner in the attributes of Almighty Allah
is excess and I do not want you to fall into this excess like the Christians. This excess in Faith practiced by the Jews and Christians did
not remain limited to prophets only. Once used to it, they extended
this attitude of theirs to the apostles, followers and deputies of the
prophets. They had already assigned Godhood to their prophet, now
they invested the followers of the prophet with immunity from sin.
While doing so, they did not even take the trouble of investigating and
making sure if such followers were genuine followers of the prophet
and who correctly and firmly adhered to his teachings, or they were no
more than hereditary religious scholars and guides. This resulted in
the emergence of a leadership which was astray in itself and could do
nothing but keep adding to the strayings of others. So, they ruined
their Faith by practicing it erroneously from within. The Holy Qur'an
,,/a 9,pas described this very condition of these people in the verse:$Jb~1;&~
>9,;%
@i+
(that
~
is,;
these people took their religious leaders a s
bbiects of worship, other than Allah). It means that they had already
been excessive in making their prophet a God, then, they started
worshipping later-day religious leaders in the name of foilowing the
prophet!
The lesson to be learnt is that excess in Faith is a dangerous attitude which has destroyed the Faiths of earlier religious communities
all in the fair name of Faith. So serious were the implications that our
noble master devised perfect defences to keep his community safe
against this terrible epidemic.
I t appears in H a d a h that the Holy Prophet

,&, &I 39 asked
&A

Sayyidna'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas a &I
on the occasion of Hajj that he
should go and collect pebbles which he could use to throw a t the
Jamargt. He returned with average-sized pebbles and presented them
to the Holy Prophet +, 4 dl& who liked them very much and said
,.
,,;
,
(like these, like these) which means that one should do
twice: $&
%
his or her ramy a t Jamarat using average-sized pebt$es l i B these.
Then, he said:
&J

.'A

w

I t is your duty to avoid excess in Faith for communities before
you were destroyed because of being excessive in their Faith.

Important Rules of Guidance
Some important rules come out from this hadith:
1. The m a s n u n limit placed on pebbles thrown a t the Jamariit
during the Hajj is that they should be average in size, neither too
small nor too big. Throwing big rocks is included under excess in
Faith.
2. The legal limit of everything is what the Holy Prophet & has left
determined by his word and deed. Going beyond this limit is ghuluww,
excess in Faith.

3. Precisely defined, excess in Faith is the crossing of the m a s n i n
limit set for doing something.

The Limits of Materialism
The greed for worldly wealth and luxury beyond the level of need is
considered blameworthy in Islam. Instructions to observe restraint
against such urges are profusely spread out in the Qur'an. But, the
Holy Prophet +, +dl & while prohibiting attachment to wordly life
greedily, has set its proper limits by his word and deed. He declared
marriage to be his way and pursuaded others to follow his example.
He explained the many-faceted blessings of having children. To live
nicely and wisely with the family and to fulfill the rights of everyone
properly were things he prescribed a s obligatory. To work for one's
family and earn a good living was what he called an obligation after
the obligation (i;;upll.+
L+). He laid stress on people to engage in business, agriculture, industry and labour. The establishment of a n
Islamic state and government and the promotion of a system governed

by Islam was something he declared to be part of the mandate of
prophethood. Thus, by acting in accordance with it, he went on to
establish a state system throughout the Arabian peninsula which was
later extended to other parts of the world in the East and the West. All
this shows that being engaged in these pwsuita within the limits of
Y
need is not counted as gross love of the *material nor
a s greed and
w
avarice.
The Jews and Christians did not realize the truth of the matter
and got themselves involved in monasticism. The Holy Qur96n has
refuted this uncalled for involvement of theirs by saying:

It means t h a t they took to ways of monasticism which were
not prescribed for them by Allah except that they were to seek
the pleasure of Allah Then, they failed to fulfill the conditions
of what they had themselves imposed. (57271

T h e Limits of Sunnah and Bid'ah
By his word and deed, the Holy Prophet ,&
&A ,JJI & has, in everything such a s religious acts of worship and social transactions and
dealings, demarcated the limits of moderation. Any deviation from
these limits, whether it be in falling behind or in pushing ahead of
them, is forbidden for it leads a believer astray from the right path. I t
was for this reason that he has very emphatically blocked the incursion of bid'at: a G 4 (self-promoted innovations in established religion)
and rnuhdathat: SU- (the embracing of everything appearing recent
and novel in a given time a s if a part of established religion which, in
our time, are introduced under the fancy garbs of recension and
modernity). Let us, therefore, remember what he said:
//,

$9

(9'0,

,, i 9

4& I ,*~ ~ X ~ J ~ ; , ~ J U ~ ~ J S
"Every B i d ' a h is straying and every straying ends i n
Jahannam."

The word Bid'ah used In the hadith refers to everything (assumed
to be a part of religion) which is not there in the word and deed of the
Holy Prophet +,A& LLII
clearly or through hint. H a d r a t S h a h
Waliyyullah has said that Islam condemns Bid'ah a s a serious offence

because it opens the doors to alteration in religion. This is what
happened with earlier religious communities. They added up things on
their own to what their Book said and their prophet taught. Then
came another generation, and the generations that followed, each
adding its share to the original. Finally, everything got so mixed up
;*t.
that it became impossible to identify the true religi& as dlstinct from
the additions introduced by its adherents.
rp

In his famous book, Hujjatullah al-Balighah, he has also given
details of circumstances under which efforts have been made all over
the world to inject alterations in the religion of Islam. He has also
pointed out to the concern shown by the SharI'ah of Islam which has
installed defensive mechanisms on all such doors of incursion so that
there remains no single outlet through which this disease could hit the
Muslim community in epidemic proportions.

The Moderate Course in honouring and following religious
leaders
One such cause referred to above is the practice of excess in Faith
(&JI j + ) . Two factors distinctly contribute to the emergence of this
attitude: Firstly, the desire to undertake deep investigations unnecessarily or to be involved in far-fetched interpretations; and secondly,
the choice of a hardened stance. It is a matter of great regret that ,
despite so much elaborations made by the Holy Prophet +, +dl
and actlve restrictions placed by the Shari'ah of Islam, the Muslim
community is suffering fatally from this very disease of excess. Its
fallout can be distinctly noticed in all departments of our Faith. Out of
these, the field most affected is that of religious leaders where the
question is: Whom to follow?
Stretching between two extremes, a group of Muslims has gone far
out by holding that there is no such thing as a religious leader or
teacher or ' a i m or Shaykh. They would say: 'The Book of Allah is suffi$
cient for us If they understand the Book of Allah so do we - g$i+
' 9 J ~ -J They are men, so are we.' The result was that every ambitious
pseudo-intellectual - unlettered in Arabic and uninitiated into the
facts of and insights into the Qur'Gn and unfamiliar with the exeget+k
,&I & - considered
ical clarifications given by the Holy Prophet ,&
it sufficient to look a t translations of thz Qur'an aiid bc ht)isted as a
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scholar of the Qur'an! How can a t a f s i or explanation of the Qur'En
which has been authentically reported from the Holy Prophet +L &I
+, or from his direct disciples, the noble Companions, be ever ignored
or bypassed? But, such is the breed of these dabblers in the discipline
that they would dismiss anything in favgur of their brain wave and
still have the temerity to tie it with the $ur7En?~lthough,had a book
without a teacher been enough, Almighty Allah had tfie power to rnake
written copies of the book become available for people at their homes there was, then, no need to send a prophet to teach. A little reflection
would reveal that this is not something pecui~dl.bv
Br, i\f Allah.
No one can, by simply looking a t the translation of any book in the
arts and sciences, become a n expert in those fields. We have yet t o find
a physician who became a physician through a familiarity with translations of medical books. No engineer became an engineer by browsing
through engineering texts. Even the study of common books on sewing
and cooking has not made anyone succeed as a master tailor or chef.
So, the t r u t h lies elsewhere - the system needs the elements of
teaching and learning under a teacher. This is all too established for
everyone. But, it is indeed sad to see that the Qur'an and Sunnah
alone, of all things around us, have been taken so casually a s not to
need any teacher. Thus, a fairly large group of educated people drifted
down in the direction of serious deficiency when they took the lone
study of the Qur'Zn a s all sufficient and totally dispensed of with the
need to consult the exegesis and interpretation of early scholars, and
to be guided by them.
L r , t b

On the other side of the extreme, a large group of Muslims got
involved in a kind of excess which goaded them to take just about
anyone a s their religious guide almost blindly, and blindly it was that
they started following them. They never took the trouble of finding out
whether or not the person they were taking as guide came up to the
standard of high intellectual achievement, corresponding personal
behaviour, concern for the good of people and the genuine sense of
responsibility before Allah. They did not even care to apply a much
q~mplertest by looking a t the kind of teaching such a person was
inlparting and making sure that it was not against the Qur76n and
> & I llidh

The Ideal Solution
The Shari'ah of Islam has wisely shielded Muslims from falling into
the trap of excess. The middle course In between the two extremes it
has suggested is: Learn the Book of Allah (KitabulEa) from the Men of
Allah (Rij&ullZh) and recognize the Men of Allah from the Book of
Allah. I n other words, one should first recognize thos2who"are
engaged i n learning and communicating the true knowledge of the
Qur'an and Sunnah through the all too well-known teachings of these
twin sources of Islamic Faith. Once this is settled, no intricate problem
relating to Qur'an and Sunnah will ever bother you - if you give precedence to their explanation above your own opinion, and follow them.
Verses 172 - 173

The Masih (Jesus) shall never spurn being a slave of
Allah, nor shall the angels, the close ones. And whoever
spurns His worship and shows arrogance then, He
shall gather all of them before Himself. [I721 As for
those who believe and do good deeds, He shall give
them their reward in full, and give them more out of
His grace. But, to those who spurn and show arrogance, He shall give a painful punishment, and they
shall find for themselves not a friend other than Allah
nor a helper. [I731

--

From the affirmation of Allah's absolute purity and the refutation
- - of assumed Godhood of Sayyidna 'Isa +I
+LC earlier, the text now
moves to further strengthen the argument by showing that Sayyidna
'Is5
L& would himself confess to being a servant of Allah and so
ul
LjS alleged to be a
will the angels (which includes Sayyidna Jibra'il r
person of Trinity). Then, follows the warning for those who choose to

retract in distaste and the good news for those who believe and are
good in deeds for they will be rewarded for their belief and deeds with
- .9
many more added graces from Allah.

Commentary
The Honour of being a servant of A l l a h
Maulana Shabbir Ahmad
l .
'Usmini, i;his comments on the opening
statement of Verse 172: $I%;&?$~&.!'I &ZiJ'(~he ~ a s i shall
h
never
spurn being a slave of Allah, nor shall the angels, the close ones), says
t h a t so it is because being a servant of Allah, being devoted to His
worship and being obedient to His will and command, is an honour by
itself and certainly a nobility of the highest class. Sayyidna Masih 4
rUland the close angels are the best testifiers to the m r t h and value
of this blessing. How could they spurn a n honour like that? Quite
contrary to this, the worst disgrace and dishonour there can be
xmagined lies in worshipping someone other than Allah. This is what
the Christians did when they took Sayyidna Masih ,UI+ a s the son
of Allah and the object of their worship. Similar was the case with
disbelievers who took angels a s daughters of Allah and started
worshipping them alongwith their idols. So, for them, there is punishment, and disgrace. (Notes In Tafsir Usmini)

Verses 174 - 175

0 men, a proof has come to you from your Lord and We
have sent down to you a vivid light. [I741 Now those who
believe in Allah and hold on to Him - He shall admit
them into Mercy from Him, and Grace, and shall lead
them to Himself through a straight path. [I751

After a refutation of beliefs held by Christians, specially those
which ascribe Godhood to Jesus, alongwith the promise of reward for
those who acknowledge the truth and punishment for those who insist
on denying, the text turns to a universal address praising the blessed
status and mission of His Messenger who taught what was the truth

-

-

revealed to him, who conveyed the truth of the Qur'an admirably, and
also those who believed in and testified to the truth of the Book and
the Messenger.

What is Burhzn?
9
=, ,9,.,The word, Burhiin, appearing in verse 174: >&T3;"*
jbq $4*i (a proof
has come to you from your Lord) lexically means 'proofY?I t refirs to the
Holy Prophet pL,&A dl & . (Riih al-MaEni)
Sayyidna Ibn 'Abbas LLS JJId Jsays that the Holy Prophet & was
referred to a s 'Burhiin' in consideration of his blessed person, his noble
morals, his miracles and his being the very recipient of the revelation
,)f rne Book of Allah. All these are open proofs of his prophethood
beyond which there remains no need for any other proof. Thus, in
summation, his person is, in itself, proof personified.
d
4 , ;4 9,J ,/**, *
As for the word, N i r in: 9I>$
pSL?!,~;;'~j'(and We have sent down to
you a vivid light) (174), it refers to the Holy Qur'an (RGh al-Ma'ani) which
also seems to be the case in Verse 15 of S i r a h al-Ma'idah ( 5 ) $1 ~ $ 2 2
v,<'p,
4,SIP,?
,>
, (There has come to you from Allah a light and clear Book).
In the explanatory translation of Maulan; Ashraf 'Ali Thanavi in
Bayan al-Qur'an, the rendering of this verse appears as: 'There has
come to you from Allah a light and (which is) a clear Book (that is) the
Qur7an.'In this verse, what has been first identified as ' N G ' (light) has
later been called 'hitabum-mubin' (clear Book). Let there be no dciubt at
this point that the conjunction demands dissimilarity, therefbre. NZr
(light) and Kitab (book) cannot be one and the same thing. The arluwer
is that dissimilarity in expression is sufficient, even though tne meanings are the same. (RGh al-Ma'ani)
And if 'Nur' (light) is taken as referring to the Holy Prophet & and
'Kitgb' (the Book) to the Holy Qur'an - that will also be correct ( R G ~alMa'ani). But, this does not go on to prove that the Holy Prophet &
$ was
N i r or light in the literal sense, therefore, it is not against his being
physically human.
Verse 176
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They seek a ruling from you. Say, "Allah gives youXthe
ruling concerning ~a1alah.lIf a person dies having no
son, but he does have a sister, then, she gets one half of
what he leaves. And he will inh$rit her if she has no
child. And if they are two (sisters), they get two third of
what he leaves. And if they are brothers and sisters,
both male and female, then, the male gets a share equal
to that of two females!' Allah explains to you lest you
should go astray. And Allah is fully aware of everything. [l761

A little after the beginning of SGrah al-Nisa', there appeared some
injunctions relating to inheritance. Then, after a considerable gap, the
text returned to the injunction of inheritance alongwlth others. Now,
a t the end of the Surah, the text reverts to the subject once again.
Perhaps the wisdom behind this scattering of the suhject at three
different places could be the consideration of prevailing injustice in
matters of inheritance before the advent of Islam. By taking ~t up in
the beginning, then in the middle;and finally in the end. it was hoped
that the addressees would be gradually alerted to the need of justice
in thisarea and would t h be~ enabled to show their maximum concern.
Summary of the Rulings given2
The verse (176: was revealed in answer to the question posed by
Ljc JJI
,+ regarding the
some Companions of the Holy Prophet
inheritence of a K a l d a h . K a l 2 a h means a person who dies leaving
neither children nor parents. The verse has clarified that the property
left by a Kalaah shall be distributed in the following manner:

+,

(1)If the Kalalah has left one real sister, or one half sister from
father's side,3 then, after settling the preferential rights (such a s debts,
wills, burial expenses) she will get one half of the property The other
lialalah: A person who has no ascendent or descendent at the time of his
death.
2. This summary is based on the & 1 ~ 0 % given in the original, without
translating it word-by-word. (Muhammad Taqi Usmani)

3. As for a half sister from mother's side, her share has already been
mentioned in 4.12 as being one sixth if she is alone. And if there are two
or more such sisters or brothers, they will share one thlrd ui'rhc. property
equally. (Muhammad Taqi Usman,)

--

-

-

half will be given to the heirs falling in the category of 'Asbat. If no heir
from the category of 'Asbat is alive, then this half, too, will be given
back to the sister of the deceased (meaning thereby that she will
secure the whole property).
(2) If the sister referred to in para (1) above dies, and k a v e g n o
*
children, and her brother is alive, then he will get the whole property
left by her.
(3) If a K a l d a h , male or female, dies and leaves two or more
sisters, either real sisters or half-sisters from father's side then they
shall get two thirds of the property left by the Kaldah.' The remaining
one third will be given to 'Asbat, if any, and in the absence of 'Asbat this
one third will also be given to the sisters who will distribute their
share among themselves equally.
(4) If a K a l d a h leaves behind a combination of brothers and sisters

(either real or from father's side only), then the whole property, after
satisfying the preferential rights, shall be distributed between them on
the principle that every brother will get twice the share of every sister.

Important Notes
1.The cause of revelation and the injunction of K a l d a h described
,>
in the verse beginning with: U
;I
$Z(They seek a
ruling from you. Say, "Allah gives you the ruling concerning k a t z a h " )
provides us with information on certain important aspects. To be noted
first is a comparison between two examples given earlier in the text.
In verse 170: +Y
;I
ji G ; ? ~ I &&j$ 999'- ,,(And if you disbelieve, then,
to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and the earth), there was the
condition of disbelievers. Then came a similar statement in Verse 174:
y,~j!.LZ1;$$I$%I~$$C$(NOW those who believe in Allah and hold on to
Him) which presented the model of the noble Companions of the Holy
Prophet & . These two parallel but divergent states of the believers
and the disbelievers were brought into focus so that people can fully
understand how astray and evil were those who turned away from the
revelation (wahy) and how true and virtuous were those who followed
it.

4tw'J;~
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2. Subsequent to observations made above, it also becomes obvious
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that the People of the Book did something terrible when they made the
abomination of suggesting a partner and son in the purest conceivable
divinity of Almighty Allah a n article of their faith. They alsb went a s
far a s taking a blatant position against the Divine revelation.
Quite contrary to this is the life style*wf thgnobel Companions of
the Messenger of Allah, may the blessing of Allah aqd peace be upon
him. Not to say much about their consistent concern for the fundamentals of Faith and the most devoted performance of acts of worship, they
would be equally inquisitive and eager to find out their obligations in
matters subsidiary and commonplace such a s those of inheritance and
marriage. They would wait for Wahy, the command of Allah through
revelation and they would look for guidance from the Holy Prophet
in everything they did. Though, it is easier to do your own bidding
under the dictate of reason or desire, yet they did not elect to be ruled
by their personal desire or reason. If they did not understand someJJI & to
thing a t a given time, they would return to the Prophet
recheck until they were satisfied. Here are two sets of people, so
different and so apart!

+, +

+,

3. This also tells us that our noble Prophet
Ljc dl
would not
give a decision on his own without the guiding command of Wahy
(revelation). If there was no standing guidance revealed through Waby
present in a certain case, he would put his decision on hold and wait
for the coming of Waby. When it did, he gave his verdict. In addition to
that, there is a subtle hint here in the direction of the wisdom behind
the gradual revelation of the Qur'an. If the whole Book was revealed
all a t one fixed time a s demanded by the People of the Book, it would
have not carried the same benefits a s there are in the fact t h a t the
Qur'an was revealed a s needed and when appropriate, all functionally
spaced out. This modality accommodated the requirements of
addressees who could ask a question out of some necessity and be
answered through the recited revelation (al-Wahy a1-Matluww). An
example of this methodology appears right here in the present verse
while others appear a t several other occasions in the Qur'En. No doubt,
this form is far beneficial, but the core of its distinction lies elsewhere.
That is because of the most refined sublimity of men and women of
faith who turn to Allah in remembrance and are honoured by being

addressed by their most exalted Creator. This is indeed a great honour
never granted to any other community. Certainly no grace is greater
than the grace granted by Allah, the ultimate dispenser. Now, any
verse of the Qur'in which was revealed in the favour of or in answer to
the question of a particular Companion is treasured as a testament of
his virtues. And a Wahy which came favouring the pos$ion t h e n by
one of them on the occasion of some matter causing difference of
opinion, is sufficient to keep the name and merit of that Companion
alive right upto the Day of Doom.
Thus, by referring to the question and answer regarding K a l d a h ,
hint has been given towards similar questions and answers elsewhere.
(Exegetical notes, Tafslr 'Usmihi
by MaulanZ Shabbir Ahmad 'UsmEni)

Praised be Allah. SGrah al-Nisa'ends here
t,c';'y,.'
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D
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way out from extremes of - 646

Dhimm: (non-Muslim citizen of an Isl a m i c S t a t e ) 58, 166,541,542,543,544
D i n 43,44,45,46,47
- and Islam, see din
Disbelief (kufr)
accomodating - is disbelief 612
Disbeliever (kafir)
- is forgiven after sincere repentance
605
Disbelievers
forms of socialization with - 611, 612
associating with - busy hurting Islam
makes one like them 612
- are not to be taken as 'friends' 613
relations with - 54, 55, 56
degrees of relations with - 56, 57, 58,
59,60
the Prophet of Islam was merciful to
58
the Qur'anic rationale on friendship
with - 59, 60
Allah does not love - 61
Disciples
see hawsriyy 74,75
Divisiveness
censure on - 150
D i y a h (blood money) 543,544
Dower, see mahr
'-

Eloquence
- of Qur'anic injunctions 522, 523
Emigration, s e e H i j r a h
Envy (hasad)
- a peculiar Jewish trait 462
Qur'sn admonishes their - 462

Fada'il (merits)
electable - 191
non-electable - 191
F a q r (living w i t h less)
the - of the Holy Prophet .$$ 557
the - of the Companions 557
F a r d al-'Ayn (absolute obligation)
meaning and application of - 507,551
(To compare see Fard al-Kifgyah i.e. obligation of sufficiency)
F a r d al-Kifzyah (obligation of sufficiency)
the meaning of - 507
the definition of - 551, 552
- as related to Jihad 507, 552
(also see Jihad)
(compare with Fard al-'Ayn)
F a t i m a h 69, 90
F a t w a 119
Favourite s e r v a n t of Allah
a profile of the -479
F e a r of Allah
what does it mean? 256
(also see Taqwa)
Fisq (sinfulness) 612
Forbid t h e Unfair, see al-Munkar
Forbidding t h e U n f a i r
a definition of - 571
the scope of - 572
policy of - before a sinful gathering 610,
611
Forgiveness (maghfirah)

Index -- 659
good deeds means to - 190
- leads to Paradise 190
- of sins promised on Hijrah and Shahsdah 283
- of sins not promised on debts and unfulfilled rights of people 283
Fornication, see ZinZ

Fudayl b. 'Ayad, famous Sufi 407
(al) Furqan 23

Gambling (Qimar) 70
(al) Ghazali 636
Ghibah (backbiting) 616
Ghulul (Misappropriation in spoils)
- is a major sin 241
- is unthinkable for a prophet 241, 242
- brings punishment in Qiyimah 241,
242

- deprives offender from the intercession of the Holy Prophet & 243
- includes khiysnah, breach of trust,
stealing 241, 242
misappropriation in Waqf (endowments) or state treasury comes under
- 243

God-fearing Muslims
- live a s models for others 194
distinct marks of - 194, 195
- poor or rich, spend in the way of Allah
196

- serve others, harm none - 196
- spend time, labour besides wealth 197
- are Men of Allah who remember Him
under all conditions 197
- control anger, forgo and forgive 198,
199

- repel evil with good, hatred with grace
199,200

. - fulfill all rights of Allah as due 201
Guidance
- is from Allah 31, 32,97
- is not for worldly gains 31, 32
- is for salvation 31, 32
- is for steadfastness in faith 97

'Hablullah' (the cord of Allah) 137
Hadd (punishment) 356,357,359
(all Hadath al-Asghar (minor impurity)
editorial note on - 447, 448

HKfiz Zaki al-Din 361

Hajj
means for - 127
ability to perform 127
women make - with Mahram - 127
obligatory rites of - 127, 128
(also see Ka'bah)
Hajjzj b. YGsuf 119, 126
*Hakia, the muhaddith 237,456
Y '

-

Hamra' al-Asad
post-Uhud &counter of - 214
location of - 249
the background of - 249, 250
Jihad spirit a t - 251
Virtues of Ihssn and Taqwa a t - 2 5 1
Lesson of - :
(1) Pleasure of Allah is the goal 251
(2) The command of the Rasul of Allah
is the command of Allah 252
Blessings for mujahidin a t - 25, 256
Hamzah 172
Harithah 499

Harun (Aaron) 630
Hasad, see envy
Hasan 9 1
Hasan b. 'Arnir 278
Hasan b. 'Ali 519
Hasan al-Basri 66, 104, 132, 210, 467,
475,556,611

Hatib b. Abi Balta'ah 220
Hawariyy 74,75
Hereafter, see life-to-come
Hijrah (emigration)
forms and rules of - 339, 340
the definition of - 553, 554
the merits of - 554, 555
the blessing of - 555, 556, 557, 558
transitory hardships in early period of 557
generosity in later period of - 557
1;Al)
Hikmah

(Wisdom) 570
Hindah (wife of Abu Sufyan) 174
Hisham b. 'Abdul-Malik 361
Homosexuality
strict prohibition of - 359, 360
Hadith censures - 360, 361
hard stance of pious Caliphs against 361
punishment of - 362
Besides -,Hadith warnings against the
unnatural act with women 361, 362

Honour

Index -- 660
seek - from Allah alone 60, 607, 608,

609
House of Ibrahim 62
House of 'fmran 62,64
House of Pharaoh 32
Hudaybiyyah 231
Human rights, see rights
Hunayn
the battle of - 176
Huququl-'Ibad (the rights of the servants of Allah) 195, 283,576
Huququllah (the rights of Allah) 576
Husain b. 'All 91
Huyayy b. Akhtab, Jewish chief 455
Hypocrites
are exposed through their conduct

259,501

Ibn Abi Hatim 118, 167,508
Ibn 'Abidin 461
Ibn Abi Laila 519
Ibn Abi Shaybah 537
Ibn 'Adi 235
Ibn ' ~ s a k i r ' 2 7 1
Ibn Hajar al-Makki 85,408
Ibn Hibban 271
Ibn Hishgm, historian of Muslim battles 178
Ibn Jarir 494,508,584
Ibn Ishaq 129
Ibn Jubayr 455
Ibn Kathir, commentator 85, 508, 518,
611,627
Ibn al-Mundhir 584
Ibn Taimiyyah 78
Ibn Wahb 491
Ibrahim rul&A
migration of - 79, 556
- was not a Jew or Christian 94
pledge taken from - 104
- the builder of Ka'bah 120
stone with footprints of - 124
- a man of truth, and prophet 497
- the upright 577,582
- the friend of Allah 577, 582
Allah revealed to - 630
Idtirar (compulsion, emergency) 612

Ifi, the incident of
(false imputation against Sayyidah
'A'ishah) 231, 232

Ihsan
the definition of - 252
(also see details under Hamra' al-Asad)

Ijarah (leasing, service, labour),
see property 401,404
*
Ijma' (consensus of Ummah)
- is a valid religious authority - 573
Verse 4:115 and Imam al-Shafi'i's proof -

573
Ijtihzd
nature of rules deduced through -149
reward on - 151
sense of difference in - 151
only Allah is the judge of the outcome
in - 152
no side is open to objection in - 152
school of thought coexist in - 152, 153
- needs perfect multi-dimensional expertise 154
personal opinions of the unqualified not
valid in - 154
- in modern problems 520
methodology of - 520
the outcome of - 521,522
the - of the Holy Prophet 568
five rules of guidance on his - 568, 569

Ijtihad and Qiy&
the proof of - 479

Ikhlas (unalloyed sincerity) 580, 581,
582,614
Ikhtilaf (alternation) 272
'Ikrimah 156, 190
Impurity
minor - see (al) hadath al-asghar

'Imran 64
InfZq fi sabilillah (spending in the
way of Allah) 197,198
Infallibility, see 'ismah
INHERITANCE
right of - from parents and nearest of
kin 327,328, 329
the rules of - 329
the problem of an orphaned grandson's

- 331
the right of - operates in everything
owned by the deceased 331,332
fixed shares in - determined by Allah

332

Index -- 661
- is a compulsory transfer of ownership
332,333,334
fear Allah while distributing - 334, 335
orphans : misappropriation in their 335,336,337
related rulings about - 337, 338, 339
initial rights of - on the property of the
deceased 340
the share of children in - 340,341
concern for giving shares to girls in 341,342,343
the share of parents in - 343,344,345
agnatic kinship in - 343
hajb al-Nuqszn in - 344
husband and wife: share in - 345, 346
ruling in terms of payment of dower in 346,347
the - of KalZlah 347, 348
brother and sister: the share of in - 348,
349
issues concerning Wasiyyah (will) in 349,350
will-related rulings in - 350, 351
distribution of - as per fixed shares is
mandatory 351,352
Beware as - is the domain of Allah, the
determiner, the cognizant, the forbearing 352
wisdom behind the law of - 416

*r

a

Ishaq (Issac) 630
Islam
literal meaning of - 106
- as a term 106
- as the Last Shari'ah 106
- name of the Ummah of the Last
Prophet 106,,107
- also the name of every Divine religion
which came through a prophet 107,
108

(al) Islam 44
'Ismah
Islamic legal definition of - 101

Isma'il (Ishmael) 120, 630
Isra'il (Jacob) 116
Istinbat (pr. istimbat, to reach the truth)

Inheritance, additional rules
no Muslim inherits a Kafir 353
no Kafir inherits a Muslim 353
the - of the killer 353
the - of the unborn child 353,354
the - of the woman in 'iddah 354
the - of 'asbzt' (agnatic heir) 355
the - of Kalalah 649,450,451,452
(see Kalslah for detail)

Injustice (zulm)
the eradication of - 615
pratest, sue, but retaliate justly against
- 615
still, patience and forgiveness are better against - 616, 617
(also see Zulm)

'Is;

r
~ L Jl ~
- was not killed 622,623
- was not crucified 622,623
Jews were deluded by resemblance
about - 622,623
Allah raised - towards Him 622,623
why were the Jews deluded about - 622,
623,624

rationale of the death of - 625,626
- a sign of Qiyamah 626,627
- will return 626,623
Belief in th e coming of - is part of Muslim faith 628
- a Messenger of Allah 635
- His word delivered to Maryam 635,
636
- a spirit from Him 635,636,637, 638
- and Trinity as in the Qur'an 638, 639
excess in faith about - 28
---- 29, 62, 67, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89,90, 91, 101, 102, 104, 105, 116,
640, 641,642
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Ittaqu (fear)
the meaning of - 292

I'tisam (holding on to Allah firmly) 130

J
Jabbar b. Faycj 90
Jabir b. 'Abdullah 175
Jabir b. Zayd 175
Janabah (major impurity)
editorial note on - 447, 448. 449

Janazah 337
Jesus Christ, see 'IsZ
Jews
the disgrace of - 161
Divine wrath on - 161
except when Covenant of Allah saves 161
or, treaty obligation from men does 161

Index -- 662
the case of the state of Israel - 162
miserliness of - 263
falsifying and killing of prophets by - 48
----- 49, 50, 55, 101, 116, 150, 167, 264,
267, 269, 450,451,453, 455,456,462,
481,482, 491, 540, 564,565,566,567,
577,579,604,605,617,618,620,621,
622, 623, 624, 625,628,629,631,634,
635,638,639,640,641,643

Jibra'il 181
Jibt 454,455
JihEd

-

Justice
everyone upholds -,not the government
alone 596, 597, 598
impediment to - 591,592
Qur'anic principles of universal - 602,
603

the statusof- 117
the structure of - 118
the merits of - 121, 122
the blessings of - 121, 122
the distinction of - 123, 124
the Station of IbrLhTm in - 124, 125

Ka'b b. Aslarni 495
Ka'b b. Ashraf, Jewish chief 455, 456,
481,483,491

*

K a a r a h (expiation) 511,5&, 5 4 4 , 5 5
(also see Sin, minor)

Kafn 337
Kalzlah

- is prescribed for the faithful 500
the attitude in - 501
assembling men and materials in - 501
- answers call of the oppressed 502
- is waged in the way of Allah 503
faith and prayer remove hardships of 503
the objective of believers in - 503, 504
the objective of disbelievers in - 504,
505
the wish to postpone - 506,507
self-correction precedes - 507
- a s a n absoute individual obligation
507
- a s a n obligation of sufficiency 507,508
there is no escape from death for dodgers 508,509,510
some injunctions about - 550,551
- when a n absolute individual obligation 551, 552
- when a n obligation of sufficiency 551
the principle of distribution of work in
551,552
is not obligatory for the lame, crippled, blind, and others excused under
Islamic law 552

Kabirah, see Sin, major
Ka'bah

the sanctuary of - 125
the obligation of the Hajj of -126
custodial services of - (Baytullah) 466,
467,468

the definition of - 649
the manner of distributing the inheritance of a - 649, 650
observations on the cause of revelation
and the injunction of - 650,651,652
(a10 see Kalzlah under Inheritance)

(al) Kalbi 116
Kalimah (d
,l
,J

A.-~IJI
Y)
the status of the sayer of- 547, 548
the sayer of - is ah1 al-Qiblah (of the
people of Qiblah) 549
a professor of Muslim - cannot be called
a klifir 550

(al) G n d h l a w i , Maulan6 Muhammad
Idris 85
Kh6lid 537
Khglid b. Hizam 555
Khalid b. Wa1id;Jihad warrior 361,
510

Khalq (creation) 272
(al) Khatib al-Baghdadi 230
Khandaq (trench)
an episode from the battle of - 50
the prophet's prophecy a t - 51
Jews and hypocrites ridicule prophecy
a t - 52
Allah answers giving Muslims power of
prayer a t - 52
oft-repeated Ayah of Qur'an revealed a t
- 52,54
Khawarij 156

(all Khayr (good)
explanation of - 52, 53
merit of verses mentioning - 26,27,54
- means following the Qur'an and Sun
nah 146
Khayr al-Umam (the best of communi.
ties)
The Ummah of Muhammad is - 158

The reason why it is - 159,160

Khazraj (tribe of) 129,141,164,177
Khilafah (Caliphate) 235
Khuzaimah b. Thabit 362
Killing (qatl)
the 8 forms of - 541
the 2 types of - 541
related injunctions of - 541, 542
the 3 kinds of homicidal - 542
punishments and rulings on - 543, 544,
545
diyah (blood money) against - 543, 544
laws against - of dhimmis 541, 542,
543,544
the rule of qisas in -542
the rule of kafgrah in - 543,544,545
the rule of al-'Aqilah in - 543
the rule about Musta'min in - 544,542
the need to repent in - 543,545
'

(Al) Kitab 570

L
Labid b. S a h l 5 6 4 , 5 6 7
La'nah (curse)
meaning of - 457
- of Allah ruins dunya and a h i r a h 457
ten ahadith on those deserving the - of
Allah 457,458,459
detailed explanation of - 460
hadith-based rules and rulings on - 460,
46 1

Liquor
- was prohibited gradually 446

Laziness i n Salah
- when doctrinal, is blameworthy 613
- when despite correct beliefs, is not included' under the Qur'anic censure
613
- when due to valid excuse, it is not
even blameworthy 613

Life-to-come ( a h i r a h )
concern for - heals all sorrows 261, 266,
267
(also see entry: worldly enjoyments)
LGt, the people of 79, 181,361

Mahmud b. Labid 441
Mahr (dower)
q

2

forms of injustices in payment of - in
pre-Islam Arabia 315
eradication of injustices in payment of byit.he Holy Qur'En 315, 316
focus on - in our time 316
the rule of giving - in good cheer 317,
318

Mahram 127
Mziz b. Malik 358
Making peace
the graces of - 572

.- for the pleasure of Allah only 572
Ma1 (property), see property 401
Malik b. Anas, Imam 119, 255, 494
Marriage, the injunctions of
see M k a m

Marriages of the Holy Prophet

Married Life
Some Qur'anic instructions about - 584,
585,586
interference of others in disputes during - 587
guidelines for parties in - 588
compromise is better in - 588, 589, 590,
591
no one responsible for things beyond
control in - 591, 592
Verse 4:129 on - cannot be used against
polygamy 592,593

Martyrs (Shuhada')
merits of - in the way of Allah 246, 247,
248

(al) Ma'rif 143,144, 145, 149, 159
Mary, see Maryam
Maryam (Mary) 64, 65, 70, 71, 72, 635,
636,638,639

Maryam, the mother of 6 3 , &
(al) Masjid al-Aqsa 122
M a ' s i m (free and protected from sins)
241

Madhhab (school of thought) 43

8

a brief account of - 304, 305, 306, 307,
308,309,310
see Sirah from original sources on - 310
avoid anti-Islam propaganda about 310

Mashwarah, see consultation
(al) Masjid al-Haram 122
Material aMuence

Index -- 664

- of disbelievers is a n

extension of Di-

vine punishment 258

Materialism
the limits of - 642,643

Men of Allah, see God-fearing Muslims,
also 'Ribbiyiin'

(all Minhiij 43
Miqdad b. al-Aswad 547
Miracles, see Ayat
Mi'rij 105
MirzG Ghulgm Ahmad of Qadian 88
Misappropriation in spoils
see Ghulul

Miserliness (bukhl)
The defiition of - 261,262.
The punishment of - 263,264,265
- of Jews 263

MithZq, see Covenant
Moderation
- in Faith 644
problems in the way of - 644,645
the ideal solution for - 646

Mu'adh b. Jabal401,464
Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufysn 407
MubZhalah
the background of'- 90,91
the definition of - 90
the mea-hing of - 91
Qur'Zn's 'our sons' - 90, 91, 92
Qur'Zn's 'ourselves' - 90, 92
The fallacy of Shi'ite interpretation - 92

Muhgjir (emigrant)
- as entitled by definition 533, 558
- a s not so entitled 554,558

(Sayyidna)Muhammad &- the prophet of Islam 107
- is closest to SayyidnZ IbrZhTm94
pledge taken from - 104
the migration of - 79,556
the final and universal prophethood of 105,512
- is Allah's favour to believers 243
- is Allah's mercy for all the worlds 243,
244
the status of - explained 244,245
obedience to - is compulsory 512, 513
- is not accountable for disbelievers 513
- ignored adversaries, continued his
mission and succeeded a s leader 514
the authority of - 487

deducing injunctions also a function of
prophet - 520,521
the company of - is not restricted to any
colour or race 496
those who love - shall be near him on
the Day of Resurrection 495,496
miracles of and faith in - 6 3 1
- received r e v e l a t i a s a s Uid other
prophets 632
not believing in - a s Prophet of Allah
brings Divine punishment 633
Allah is witness to the prophethood of.
throught the miracle of Qur'zn 634
guidasce depends on following - 634
belief in - is the only source of salvation
635
- on love of wordly life 35,31
- on Paradise 39,43, 465,494,495,511
- on love and hate for Allah 60
- on marriage 65
- on having children 65,66
- on the coming of Sayyidna 'f sa 85, 105,
625,626
- on speaking the truth 110
-on life, death and resurrection 133
- on the Book of Allah 135
- on Bidding the Fair and Forbidding
the Unfair 143, 144, 159
- on the need to protect dhimmies and
non-Muslims 166
- on way out of difficulties 170
- on the trust in Allah 174
- on charity 197, 199
- on government through consultation
228
- on seeking counsel from the wise 230,
471.
- on misappropriation 242, 336,
- on Ihsan in good deeds 252,499
- on use of means before trust 255
- on payment of ZakZh 263
- on being satisfied with sin 264
- on guarding the frontiers of a Muslim
country 285,286, 287
- on good relations with near of kin 294,
295
- on spreading the practice of Salam 294
- on feeding people for the pleasure of
Allah 194,531
- on praying by night 294
- on orphans 296,336
- on etiquette of eating 308 .
- on injustice 316

Index -- 665
- on defence of property 320
- on a good person's property 320
- on being rich fearing Allah 320
- on poverty and disbelief 321
- on balancing faith and wealth 321,
322
- on will in inheritance 350
- on Muslim-KZfir and Kzfir-Muslim inheritance 353
- on killer not inheriting 353
- on the curse of homosexuality 360,
457,458
- on men imitating women and vice ver.
sa 360,
- on punishment of homosexuality 361
- on Allah's anger against anal sex with
women 361,362
- on going unto women in menstruation
362
- on going to soothsayers 362
- on fosterage 378
- on unlawfulness of taking a n aunt,
maternal or paternal, with her niece
381
- o n prohibition of Mut'ah 389
- on what is the purest mode of earning
401
- on the ranks of trustworthy trader
401,402,495
- on drinking 410
- on six types of losers in life 410
- on who is best among women as wife
421,422
- on just treatment of women 423
- on good treatment with parents 433
- on caring for neighbours 435,436
- on warning against arrogance 437,
438
- on givers and misers 439,440
- on .calculating or withholding while
giving 439
- on abhorrance of Shirk 440,441
- on drowsiness in SalZh 447
- on the curse of Allah being upon the
eater and feeder of interest 458
- on the curse of Allah being upon liquor and everyone connected with it
458
- and his Lord curse six types of people
458
- on oggling and being oggled a t 458,
459
- on makers of alteration in the creation
of Allah 459

on a true Muslim who never curses
460,461
- on envy and hatred 463
- on abandoning a Muslin: brother 463
- on fulfillment of trust obligations 469
- on the curse of appointing someone
undeserving on a job 470
;%n medings as a kind of trust 471
- on the impermissibility of obedience to
the created 'when disobeying the
Creator 478
- on who will go first under the shade of
Allah 479
on his men and women 491
- on the virtue of prostrations before Allah 495
- on number of men in military compaigns 501
- on worldly hardships being expiation
of sins for a Muslim 511, 512, 578,
579
- on the spreading of hearsay 518
- on the killing of a Muslim 525
- on good recommendation 526, 527
- on the need that Muslims remain safe
from the tongue and hands of the
Muslim person 530
- on popularizing the practice of saying
and responding to Salam 531,532
- on the proper etiquette of Salam 532,
533,534,535
- on Hijrah 539,554,555,558
- on discord among Muslims 572
- on consensus of Ummah 573
- on compromise between Muslims 589
- on not dining where liquor is being
served 611
- on one part of Qur'Zn explaining the
others 619
- on being a servant and messenger of
Allah only 640, 641
- on excess in faith 642
- on Bid'ah 643
-

Muhammad b. Al-Munkadir 361
Muhammad b. Ka'b al-Qurazi 407
Muhdathiit
the meaning of - 581,643

Mukhlis (a sincere person)
a precise definition of - 614

Mulls 'Ali al-Qari 553

Index -- 666
Munzfiq (hypocrite) 537
(al) Munkar 143, 144, 145, 149
Murzbatah (being ready for war)
the root of - 283,284,285
the meaning of - 284
In Qur'zn and Hadith, the sense of - 284
(also see Ribat)
Murtadd (apostate) 605

Muss r w+k
~
the migration of - 79,. 556
pledge taken from - 104
authority of Book and power given to 620,621
Allah spoke to - 630

Night of Ascent, see Mi'rzj
Abu Nu'aim 50
Nhh (Noah) 62,104,630,631,,632,633
Nur (Light)
-refers to the Holy Qur'an 648
- may refer to the H o l ~ P r o p h e t
ject to condition 648u

"

0
Obedience
- to Allah and His Messenger 185
- to Allah 467
forms of - to Allah 476
- to the Messenger of Allah 476
-to the Messenger's word and deed is to Allah 476,477,478
model - of noble Sahabah 111,112
- to 'those in authority' 477, 478
- in anti-Shari'ah matters 478, 479
- to Allah and His Mesenger is rewarded 493
the rewardees of such - are the truthful,
the martyrs and the righteous 493,
498,499

Musabarah (being firm against enemy)
283,284
(also see Sabr)

Mus'ab b. 'Umayr 172
Mushgjar& 220
Mushgwarah (mutual consultation),
see Consultation

Muslim Power
two principles of - 131, 142
1. TAQWA: Its meaning 131
degrees of Taqwa 131
Taqwa 'as due' 131, 132,133
2. UNITY: hold cord of Allah jointy 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139,
What is the cord of Allah 135,136
Islam, the only source 137, 138
Avoid division 138, 139
S h u n argumentation, asking and
wastage 139
Keep differences under limits 139,
140
The Blessings of Brotherhood 140
Unity depends on obedience to Allah
141
Musta'min (non-Muslim who lawfully
enters an Islamic state for temporary
stay) 542, 544

Mutanabbi 53
Mutashsbihst 24,27,28,29,30,31

N
Nahy 'an al-Munkar, see Forbidding
the Unfair

Nsjran, the Christians of 90,100
(al) Nawawi, commentator of Muslim 462

sub-

Orphans
the rights of - 296
the meaning of - (al-Yatzma') 296
misappropiation in the property of
forbidden 298
(also see property and inheritance)

- is

Orphaned girls
violation of the rights of -299
measures to protect 299,300
considerations in marrying - 300
(also see inheritance and property)

-

P
Paradise (Jannah)
vastness of - humanly inconceivable
192
- is priceless 192, 193
- is most exalted 193
- is by mercy of Allah only 193
- lies prepared for the God-fearing 193
some ranks of - 487,498
some forms of meeting in -494
deeds will be the criterion in ranks of 493

Patience and Piety,

Index -- 667
see Sabr and Taqwa

Persia 50,51,52, 150
Picture-making 74
Pledge ('ahd)
the meaning of - 99
warnings against breaking - 99, 100

- as in verse 4:57 464
a n explanation of - 456

Q

- in travel 560,

Polygamy
the practice of - before Islam 301, 302
Qur'an stopped the injustice of - 302,
303,304

Property (mall
protecting - is necessary 320
wasting - is a sin 320
person killed defending - is a martyr
(shahid) 320
wealth and - a shield of the true Muslim 321
do not hand over - to feeble-minded
children and women 319
when a minor is ready to receive - 322,
323,324
undue spending not allowed from the
orphan's - 324
needy guardian can take expenses from
the orphan's - 325
witnesses needed while handing over to the orphan 325
Applied ruling on services rendered to
endowments, trusts and estates 325,
326
eating up - of others by false means
398,399,400
false means according to Qur'an and
Hadith 400
trade excluded from false means 400,
401
nature of - acquired by clean earning
401,402
acquisition of - through mutual consent
402,403
nature of mutual consent in - acquisition 404
warning against usurpation of through force and injustice 404

Prejudice
Islam is free of - 98

Prophets
the real purpose of sending - 595, 596
the infallibility of - 101

Protected from sin (ma'sum), s e e
ma'sum

Protection of property, see property
Purified wives

%

Qasr ( m a i n g Salah short)
rulings about - 560
- is a reward-worthy order of Shari'ah
560

(al) Qastalani 443
Qatidah 104, 118, 132, 519, 563, 564,
565,566,567,577

Qatl, see killing
Qimar, see gambling
.
Qadi Thanaullah PanipatI 359,610
Qisas (even retaliation), see killing
(also see Index entry: Qisas in Vol. I)

QiyZm 69
QiyZs (analogical deduction from within
the Qur'an and Sunnah)
the method of - 517
the proof of - and Ijtihad 479, 517,
- in modern problems 520
Qur'ah (drawing of lots) 70

Qur'Zn
'one part of the - explains the other'
619,620

Qur'an and Sunnah
the reality of - 570

Quraysh 172
(al) Qurtubi, commentator 165, 167, 264,
455,501

R
Ribat (guarding Islamic frontiers)
the meaning of - 285
the two forms of - 285
the merits of - 285, 286, 287
a special blessing of - 287

Rabi' b. Anas 132,465,495
Rab? 132,495
Radd (the law of return) 355
Raf? b. Khadij 401
Raghib, Isfahani 165,498,499
Rahmatullah Kiranawi 639
Rajm (stoning to death) 358,359
Rasil (messenger of Allah)

Index -- 668
opposing the - is kufr 573
this kufr brings eternal punishment
575

(al) Rzzi 80, 197
Recension, see Muhdathzt
Recommendation (Shaf2ah)
meaning of - 524
rules and kinds of - 524,525,526,527
reality of - 528
receiving return for - is bribe 528
the anatomy of a good - 528,529

Repentance (al-taubah)
- from a deliberate sin 363
- from sin motivated otherwise 363, 364
- from sin close to death 365,366
the definition of - 366
making no - is the style of devils 367
all Muslims agree t h a t - is obligatory
367
the scope of - 368

Rib; (usury, interest)
the meaning of 'doubled' - 184,185
the meaning of 'multiplied' - 184, 185
(also see Index: Rib& Volume I)

Rif2ah 563,564,565,566
Rifzah b. Rafi' 402
Rights

- of parents 431,432,433,434
- of orphans and the needy 434
- of the neighbour 434,435,436
- of the companion a t your side 436
- of the wayfarer 436,
- of bondmen, bondwomen, servants
and employees 437
fulfillment of - hindered by arrogance
437,438
Hadith warnings against withholding 439,440
prohibition of riya' and shirk while giving - 440,441

Religious Injunctions
concealment of - is forbidden 268, 269
hoping to be praised for not practicing is deplorable 269
not publicising - in public interest 269,
270

'Ribbiyiin' (men of Allah)
the meaning of - 210
prayers made by - 211
guidelines given by - to Muslims 211
- show no pride on good deeds 211

- are grateful for Allah's mercy 211
- seek forgiveness from Allah all the
time lest they fall short 211
- pray for steadfastness and c a ~ s i s t e n ~ ~
in good deeds 212, 213
- obey Allah and His Messenger, then
do not disobey 213

Righteousness ( b i 4

*

the meaning of - 110
- in usage 110
other word forms of - 110
the antonym of - 110
truth is companion of - 110
spending the dearest in the way of Allah is - 111
Sahabah are models of - 111,112
- includes all charities 112, 113
- requires moderation 113
- is based on sincerity 113, 114
-.of the poor 114
spending t h e extra and spare not
against - 114
Allah knows the quality of 115
(also see entry in Index of Vol. I as well
as inGq fi sabilillah and charity in this
Vol.)
Rch (spirit) 244, 245

-

Ruku' 69
Rim;, Jalaluddin 38
Rumours
Qur'an prohibits spreading
verifying their truth 518

-

without

Sabbath 620,621
Sabr (patience)
the meaning of - 284
the forms of - 284
- against injustice 616
(also see Sabr and Taqwa)

Sabr and Taqwa

- panacea for Muslim 169
Allah's help tied with - 169
prosperity and success depend on - 169
Allah suffices people of - 170
- as security shields a t Badr 180
- cure every harm inflicted by antago.
nists 267
Sa'd 175
Sa'd b. AbS WaqqZg 334

Index -- 669
Sa'd b. Mu'adh 231
Sa'd b. 'Ubadah 231
Saghirah, see Sin, minor
Sa'id b. Jubayr 190,455
Sahabah
Muslims not permitted to malign - 221
Honoring - is Wgjib 221
To abstain from criticizing, mocking or
accusing - is also WZjib 221
position of - affirmed by authorities
221,222
Ibn Taimiyyah's decisive defence of 222

Saifullah (The Sword of Allah)
(see Khalid b. Walid)

Salah
- a time-bound obligation on Muslims
559

Salihin (the righteous)
the definition of - 499

Salam
Muslims greet each other with - 529
meaning of - 529
- is one of the most beautiful names of
Allah 529
- a unique greeting 529, 530
merits of - in hadith 531,532, 533
rules to be followed in making and answering - 533, 534,535
accountability for the practice of - is before Allah 535
- stands for Assalamu 'alaiykum, the
greeting prescribed by Islam 545
- is a sign of Islam enough to identify a
Muslim 546
about killing a sayer of - 546, 547

.

Salatul-Khawf (Salah of Fear)
- i i offered in a state of fear from the
enemy 560,561
- is valid even now 561
the method of - 561
Salih 79,632

Salvation
- depends on Islam 617
- as claimed by other faiths 617,618
the bases of Islamic approach to - 617,
618,619

Salman al-Farisi 5 1
Salvation 46
Science
- confirms Divine power 599

Scriptures
the real purpose of sending - 595, 596

Seclusion
- is better than bad company 610

Self-correction
galah and ZakZh are mediums of - 507

* shoulfprecede collective reform 507
Self-praise

,

- is forbidden 453
- a Jewish trait 453
gratitude for Allah's blessing is no - 454

Servant of Allah
the honour of being a - 647

Shaddad b. Aws 440
Shaf;', Mufti Muhammad 85
Shah Waliyyullah (on Bid'ah) 643,644
Shammas b. Qays 129
SharI'ah 43,44
Shi'ites 92
Shirk
definition of - 452
- in knowledge 452
- in power 453
- in 'ibadah (worship) 453
punishment of - is eternal 575
the reality of - 102, 440, 576

Shuhada' (the martyrs in the way of
Allah)
the definition of - 499

Shu'ayb 632
Shurahbil 'Abdullah b. Shurahbil 90,
91

Sidanah (custodial services office of
Baytullah) 468
Siddiqin (the very truthful)
the definition of - 498,499

Signs, see Ayat
Sin, major and minor
kinds of 406
definitions of - 406,407
major -,the details of 407, 408,409,410
major - forgiven by Taubah alone 405
good deeds are K a G r a h for minor - 405
attributing own - to another brings severe punishment 569,570

Sincerity (Ikhlas)
the meaning of - 614

Siqiyah (ofice of Baytullah's water supply) 468

Skin

Index -- 670
the burning of - 464
the instant return of burnt - 464

Spending in the way of Allah
see inGq fi sabilillah

(the) Spirit of Allah 636,637,638
State structure
some golden principles of - 474,475

Sodomy, see homosexuality
Subki, 'Allamah a1 105
(al) Suddi 248, 519
Sufyan b. 'Uyaynah 278
Sulaym& (Solomon) 120,630
Sulayrnan b. Hishim 502
Sultan (authority) 214
Sunnah and Bid'ah
the limits of - 643,644

Siirah al-'Imran
- is the third surah of the Qur'an 24
translation & commentary of - begins a t
page 23 and ends a t page 288
- has 200 verses

Siirah al-Nisa'
- is the fourth surah of the Qur'Zn 291
translation & commentary of - begins a t
page 291.and ends a t page 652
- has 176 verses.

Suraqah b. Malik al-Mudlaji 537
(al) Suet:, Shaikh Jalal al-DIn 78, 124

(al) T a b a r i d 41,229,496
Tabligh 149,618
Tabligh & Da'wah
the principles of - 92,93
the method of - 92,93

Tafsir of Qur'an
listening to opinion-based - is impermissible 609, 610
i t is not permissible to explain the
Qur'an contrary to the - itself 619,
620
- from the Holy Prophet & and Sahabah
cannot be ignored 644,645
Taghiit 454,480,483
Talhah 175

Taqwa

- principle of Muslim strength 131
the definition of - 131

meaning of - as due 131, 132, 133
the scope and power of - 291,292
- is rewarded 185
- is a state of answerability before Allah
267
is the essence of everything one does
288
- brings blessings ofcHereafter 508
- guarantees justice 5 9 6 *
- brings peace 598

Taubah (repentance)
the reality of - 569
- from violation of Huququl-'Ibad 569
- from violation of Huququll~h569
three conditions for genuine - 569
(also see sin and repentance)

Tauhid (pure monotheism)
the doctrine of - 24, 25
- separates believer from disbeliever 24
rational proof of - 24, 25
reported proof of - 24, 25, 26
answer to doubts in 24,28
- professed by all prophets 26

Tawakkul (trust in Allah)
- is a superior human quality 178
finding material support and using it is
part of - 178,238,500
pride in material means is counter to 178
- a s the ultimate attitude of reliance
178
ideal - demonstrated by the Holy
Prophet $& 178, 179
most authentic form of - 254, 255
example of - in battle
1 of Badr
7
9
example of - a t Hamra' al-Asad 244,245
building secure houses is not against 5 10
Ta'wGs 104, 132

Tayammum
the rule of - 448,449

Tha'albah 629
Thamiid (people of) 79
Thanavi, Ashraf 'Ali 72, 283, 451, 537,
538,613,625,648

Throne, see 'Arsh
Trinity 47,635,638,640
Tolerance
what happens in the name of tolerance?
617
Transmutation (maskh) 451

Index -- 671
Trust obligations
the fulfillment of - 468
the Holy Prophet's oft-repeated sermon
on the fulfillment of - 649
the kinds of - 469
offices of public authority are - from Allah 469
cursed is the person who appoints
someone undeserving to a n office
with - 470
meetings are bound by - 471
the consultant has - 471
arbitrators are keepers of - 472
fulfillment of - with equity and justice
guarantees world peace 472,473
giving public offices on regional or provincial basis is against the principles
of - 473,474.
(also see breach of trust)
Tu'mah, see Banu Ubayriq 563, 564
T i r (the Mount of) 620,621

- is unshared 260
ascribing the knowledge of - to anyone
but Allah is shirk 260
news and reports of - are no knowledge
of - 260
, 7

Usayd 629
Uthmin al-Ghani 221
S U t h G n b. T a l h a h (key-bearer of
" Ka'bah) 466,467,468
U t h m i n i , M a u l i n i Shabbir & m a d
143,647,652

Vainglory
mutual - among Jews, Christians and
Muslims is futile 577
Muslim attitude based on good deeds,
not - 577,578, 579
Verses, see Ayat
Virgin birth 72
Virtues, see Righteousness

Uhud, the battle of
the background of - 170, 171,172
the battle of - 173, 174
the lessons of - 174
a comparative review of - 176
explanation of verses 121-123 on 177,
178
focus shifts from - to Badr 179 (see
Badr)
causes of setback a t - 202, 203, 204,
205
cumulative guidance from - 205, 206,
207,208,209
wisdom behind hardships of Muslims a t
- 245,246
- other references: 181, 202, 214, 221,
231,522
'Umar b. 'Abdul-'Aziz 278,611

'Umar b. Khattib

Universe
the purpose of the

the meaning of - 99

Wahb b. Munabbih 278
Wzhidi 116
Wahy (Revelation)
- is common to all prophets 631, 632,
633,634

- to Prophet M ~ a m m a d has Allah a s
the witness 631,632,634
disbelievers in - are bound for Hell 632
- is the message of Allah to all human
beings 635
follow the wahy, follow the Prophet and
prosper 635
--- 650, 651, 652
(al) Wahy al-Matluww (Recited Revelation)
570,651

letter to battle-commander, Yarmuk
176,
----- 58, 112, 167, 220, 221, 235, 236,
237, 359, 455, 467, 469, 482, 483, 484,
485,488,518
Umm Sulaym (mother of Anas) 66

Unseen

Wa'dah (promise)

- 281

Wahy Ghayr al-Matluww (the Unrecited Revelation) 187,570

Walid b. Walid 502
Wisdom
the people of - 273,274,275,276
- in remembering Allah 276,277
- of deliberating in His creation 276,
277,278
- in modern perspective 279

Index -- 672
Wives
Qur'iinic permission upto four subject to
maintenance of equity 310
Qur'gnic command to have one - if equity is not possible 310, 311, 312, 313,
314,315

Women
state of - before Isliim 370,371
injustices against - removed by Islam
371,372,373,374

-

marriage with whom is prohibited

261,266,267, 508

(also see Death)

Yahya (John) 67,497
Ya'qGb (Jacob) 630
YarmGk, the ba*ttle o m 7 6
Yemen 52
YGnus (Jonah) 630

.

375, 376., 377, 378, 379, 380, 381,
382,383,384,385,386,387

mut'ah (temporary marriage with - for
sexual gratification) is unlawful 387,
388,389,390,394

time-bound marriage with - is also unlawful 390
conditions of marriage with a bond.
woman 392,393,394,395
bondwomen do not exist in our time
395,396

all maids and helps are free 396

Women and Men
men a s caretakers of women 417,418
duty-bound functional precedence of
men over women 418
men commanded to treat women well
418

men commanded to consult women in
family matters 418,419
the rationale of precedence of men over
women 419
the role of men and women is functional by principle 420, 421
women a s good wives 421,422
correcting women when uncooperative
a s wives 422,423,424
precedence of Allah hangs over men
and - both lest they cross limits set
for them 426
role of family arbitrator in family disputes between - 426,427,428,429
arbitration equally good i n other disputes 429,430,431
arbitrators too operate under Divine
vigilance over disputes between - 431

'Word of Allah' 67,71,636
Worldly enjoyments

- vs the bliss of the Hereafter 34,35,36
(also see Blessings)
- , death and concern for life to come

ZabGr (Psalms)
Zafar, BahZdur Shah, last Moghul
emperor of Dehli 198
Zakariyya 64, 65,68, 70
Zamzam 466
Zayd b. Aslam 129
Zayd b. Harithah 112
Zaynab d.0. Abi Salamah 453
Zing (adultery, fornication)

- a grave offence 356,357
- and the rationale of four

witnesses

357

initial punishment of - 357,358
the Hadd punishment of - 358
punishment for unmarried offender in

-

359

punishment for married offender in 359

Zubayr b. 'AwwZm 172,463
Zulm (injustice)
the three kinds of - 575,576

